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E D I T O R I A L
UNLIKE REFORMS 1991, WHY ARE REFORMS 2020
BEING SO STRONGLY RESISTED?

C

ertainly, the farmers from the regions which ushered in Green Revolution in the 1960s, could
also have been harbingers of the second green revolution. Unfortunately, that has not happened
so far, leaving nation's agriculture in a state of stalemate.
Changing the status quo invites protest, breaking inertia leads to friction, howsoever good the
intention. Same can be said about the situation arising out of the notification of the new farm laws and
the consequent siege of the national Capital. As of now impasse continues with the determined
protesting farmers refusing so far to give in to the allurements and pressures of the government alike.
Those who favour the new farm laws are of the opinion that if the Modi government went back on
its promise of agriculture reforms it would lose out on its 1991 moment, when the PV Narasimha Rao
régime introduced the economic reforms. This also raises the question why such resistance to farm
reforms when the economic reforms of the 1990s had a comparatively easier ride. This indeed calls for
a comparison.
In matters affecting a society there are several adjuncts and perceptions from economic, political
and social points of view. It has to be remembered that none of the three factors can ever work in
isolation and they must complement each other. The farm laws for sure may accrue long term benefits
to the farmers but does it address their short- term fears? This is the problem at hand, and this could
be explained through a comparison vis-à-vis the Narasimha Rao-Manmohan Singh Reforms of 1991.
First and foremost, Rao picked a much-respected economist to usher in economic reforms. Though
Dr Manmohan Singh's academic profile till he took over the reins to usher in structural changes in
economy was not really known to be pro-market rather it had Socialist leanings. Nevertheless, when
he took charge, he had the profile and the wisdom to defend the government policies with élan both
inside the parliament and on forums outside it. Today, the spearhead for piloting the farm reforms,
Narendra Singh Tomar, the Minister for Agriculture, neither has the profile nor the capacity of Dr
Manmohan Singh to defend the government policy.
While Dr Manmohan Singh and Prime Minister PV Narasimha Rao were the face of the reforms,
it was Pranab Mukherjee who was the political negotiator. Mukherjee, once a powerful Finance
Minister in Indira Gandhi's cabinet had been sent into political hibernation by Rajiv Gandhi. Rao
rehabilitated him as Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission. It goes to the credit of Rao's
political stratagem that Mukherjee while heading the high-temple of socialistic economy model, the
Planning Commission, actually worked overtime to dismantle the license-permit economic regime.
Today the Narendra Modi government woefully lacks a political negotiator. The absence of leaders
like Arun Jaitley and Sushma Swaraj could not have been felt more as its being sensed in the present
circumstances. The question is who engages with the forces not supportive of the reforms in the present
form. The situation looks more ironic with the fact that Narasimha Rao's was a minority government,
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whereas the Modi government enjoys brute majority in Parliament. In fact, this strength is proving to
be the government's undoing.
Having talked of politics, it has also to be remembered that the economic reforms of 1991 was
initiated at a time when the country was facing both social and economic crisis in the aftermath of the
implementation of the Mandal Commission report and shrinking of the foreign exchange reserves. The
Chandrashekhar government, which preceded Naramsimha Rao government, had to pawn gold to
International Monetary Fund (IMF) to tide over the crisis.
The implementation of the Mandal Commission report by the Vishwanath Pratap Singh
government had sent out a message loud and clear to the youth of the so-called forward castes, who
till then dominated the government services, that the door has been shut on their aspirations. Reforms
pushed by Rao gave the message that it would not only tide over the economic crisis but also open new
vistas for educated youth as private sector would expand in a liberalized economy. This helped
building a social consensus working actively in the favour of the reforms then, which doesn't seem to
be happening now.
Even if there was a social consensus for the farm laws this social consent has not been active
enough to create an atmosphere in the support of the government. There could possibly be a huge
majority supportive for the law but this majority has not been expressive about it.
One of the reasons for them not being expressive could be that there isn't a 1991 like economic and
social crisis looming large, where the reforms was seen as the panacea for all the ills. As the Prime
Minister himself says, "Aapda mein Awsar (opportunity in crisis)", and it's the absence of crisis which
is failing to generate that surge in support.
The Bharatiya Janata Party's attempt at creating that active public support has also not been
effective enough. Their leadership instead of talking about the benefits of the law has ended up
belittling the protests and the farmers, which has not gone down well with the masses. In 1991 too
there were corporates and industrial houses which were going to suffer from the end of license-permit
raj and they resisted the reforms through various subterfuges but their 'distress' was submerged by the
sentiment to overcome a bigger crisis.

31 December 2020

Sidharth Mishra
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S E C R E T A R Y ’ S

D E S K

I

t's with great humility and also sense of achievement that we acknowledge that The Discussant has
completed the 8th year of regular publications and among its various achievements have been
successful audition by an international agency for impact factor - International Scientific Indexing.
With equal humility we share the information that The Discussant was shortlisted by the Library of the
US Congress as part of its India Collection and in due course awarded the LCCN (Library of Congress
Control Number) and also will be catalogued online. In these years, this journal has proved to be an asset
in promoting research among young scholars across the universities, and what better recognition for our
effort than the one coming from the US Congress. The Discussant indeed has come to be recognized as
journal of honest endevour.
We have completed seven years of unbroken publication of The Discussant as an RNI registered
quarterly periodical too. We had received the ISSN accreditation a year earlier. I am happy to share with
you that our online edition too is crossing new frontiers and getting accessed from new territories, which
gives our writers a global exposure unthinkable for any journal of our vintage. The online edition too has
been successfully audited for impact factor. We continue with our endevours to partner in intellectual
exercises.
This is the fourth edition of The Discussant which is being brought out amidst very challenging
situations. There was a lockdown worldwide as the globe has been invaded by disease causing virus
Covid-19. Though the process of unlocking has started, the signs of the pandemic being on wane is now
in sight. It would be sometime before the threat of the virus is fully erased.
The last edition of the year has a group of select journals across disciplines on varied issues. May be
this is an inadvertent sign of things returning to the normal
I we have repeatedly mentioned in reports at the beginning of the various past editions, the members
of Centre for Reforms, Development and Justice including Centre president, self and other members have
taken up academic activities in the right earnest participating in seminars and deliberations of national
importance. We welcome young scholars to associate with us with ideas and proposal for an intellectual
enterprise, where we can join hands.

31 December 2020

Dr Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari
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Pop-folk: Redefining Identities
in the Diaspora
Gitanjali Chawla*
INTRODUCTION
e-territorialized folk forms, transposed in the diaspora became signifiers of the past,
present and future of the immigrants as their local and global identities are
restructured through re narrations by these prosthetics mnemonics. The resurrection of
folk elements in popular music not only proves the efficacy of the transformation of the
indigenous into the diversely inflected discourse of the popular but also marks the
resurgence and recalibration of identities through popular folk narratives. The new age
pop-folk forms have become an increasingly popular domain for forging national and
diasporic unities over trans-geographical boundaries and their multi linear return to
their native homelands interrogate the arrogation of fixities. Folk mutants which have
traversed a long distance, both in time and space, reincarnated in many avatars, each as
valid and potent as the earlier form, each unfolding myriad subjectivities and each a
pertinent milestone in constructions of glocal identities. Aided by digitalization and
technological advancements in the popular media industry, the transpositions of folk
forms into pop-folk become a platform for negotiations with hegemonic discourses and

D

* Associate Professor, Department of English Maharaja Agrasen College, University of Delhi
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POP-FOLK: REDEFINING IDENTITIES IN THE DIASPORA

essentializing forces which reveal that the perpetuation of folk elements in their mutant
forms not only create a sense of cultural continuity across time and space but are also
efficacious in modifying and transforming identities. This paper will focus on Jugni, a
popular folk form from Punjab, India and mark its trajectory in the diaspora mirroring
the angst and alienation of the migrant.
Key words: Diaspora, Folk, Culture, Punjabi
TENOUS LINK
Unlike the rites of passage songs, which despite the passage of time and the
intervention of technology and media, retain their essence as being close to the earlier
forms, both jugni and bhangra have morphed so drastically that their links with the
earlier forms are at best tenous and nominal. At times, just a mere beat, a rhythm or just
the use of the refrain ‘jugni kehndi aa’ resurrects and revives the genre, and though these
new variants make no pretensions of replicating the folk form in itself, but are
nevertheless as potent and dynamic in the meanings inherent in them. And while
originaries in folklore are a matter of debate due to their amorphous and
indistinguishable genesis, an attempt to trace it, reveals interesting trajectories, though
fixing it in the written domain also entails a risk of creating fakelore, a faux
historiography. An attempt has nevertheless been made.
Amongst all the sub-genres of the folk songs of Punjab, the genesis and etymology of
jugni has perhaps been the most debated. This is partly due to the increasing popularity
of the form in popular music and cinema and partly due to its amorphous origins. Coke
Studio’s glamorized production of Arif Lohar and Meesha Shafi’s rendition in June 2010
has made jugni a household buzzword. The haunting lyrics of Rabbi Shergill (2007), the
metaphor for social aspirations in the Bollywood blockbuster Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!
(2008), the drunken carnivalesque in the 2012 release Cocktail and the metaphysical
search for meaning in the song ‘Pataka Guddi’ rendered by Nooran sisters, Jyoti and
Sultanah in Imtiaz Ali’s film, Highway in 2014, have all eulogized and revived this form
which has gone on to become the voice of dissent, discontent, and diaspora.
Karamjit Singh Aujla had no clue that he was perhaps creating faux historiography
when he published his article ‘Jugni da Aitihasik Sach’ in Punjabi Tribune on 24
September 2005, which was subsequently translated by Gurjant Singh as ‘The History of
Jugni’ and uploaded for wider circulation by the Academy of the Punjab in North America
(apnaorg.com). The article in itself does not claim to be a result of serious research and
instead does state clearly, that the information was elicited from a freedom fighter Baba
Makhan Singh of village Dhathi Jaimal Singh, who recalled that the genesis of the jugni
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POP-FOLK: REDEFINING IDENTITIES IN THE DIASPORA

was linked with Queen Victoria’s jubilee celebration by the colonisers. Aujla suggests
that the British had engaged two folk singers in the year 1906 to sing encomiums of the
British empire as a part of the commemorative celebrations. Bishna Jatt and Manda
Mirasi, both from the Majha region of Punjab accompanied the burning torch and
entertained villagers with popular folk songs. And though they were meant to sing praise
of the empire, the two singers along with their troupe propagated anti - British
sentiments, which was put an end to as soon as the authorities were alerted. It is alleged
in the same article that perhaps the flickering light of the jubilee torch was referred to
as the jugni, a firefly as jubilee was an alien word for them. While in itself the above
theory may be probable and has its own utility but the very fact that the Jubilee
celebrations of the Victorian Empire took place not in 1906 but in 1887 erodes the factual
correctness of this alleged history.
Several other interpretations cropped up in www.kafila.online (2011) in response to
Aujla’s article, wherein while Khaled Ahmed, Director at the South Asian Media School
in Lahore, who published an article titled, ‘Romance of Wandering Jugni’ in The Express
Tribune on 22 November 2011, and noted Punjab scholar Indu Vashist whose blog, “Who
is Jugni?” seem to agree with the above, there are several who offer different
possibilities. Jugni has also been linked with the feminine form of jogi, the wanderer
saint, in consonance with the peripatetic feminine embodiment of jugni. This too has its
own validity except that in the Punjabi language the ‘ni’ form for the feminine is not
followed and the female form for jogi would be jogain or jogan. Madan Gopal Singh,
renowned singer and scholar, on the other hand, offers yet another plausible theory,
“Though I am not totally sure but I will like to ponder if the word Jugni could in fact not
have been conjured out of the root word ‘jug’+ a suffix ‘ni’ - ‘jug’ signifying an epoch and
the suffix standing in for ‘of the’” (Kafila).i
Khaled Ahmed adds another dimension by publishing in The Express Tribune on 23
November 2011.
It was called jugni from the ‘jgn’ root meaning light. This is the first sign of the
meaning of jugni as ‘shining’… The ‘jg’ root in Hindi stands for shining, burning and
waking. The word for the ‘living’ planet is ‘jag’ (prjug) but there is also the ‘jug’
meaning ‘age’ or era.
This adds a metaphysical dimension to the jugni being a guardian spirit of the age, of
the yug, a zeitgeist. Jugni is a feminine heretic dervish spirit, fiercely protective and
radically subversive of parochial norms. She is also the protective sacred thread worn by
women, a tavish or taweetri, “Meri jugni de dhaage pakke…” (The threads of my jugni
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POP-FOLK: REDEFINING IDENTITIES IN THE DIASPORA

are strong…) sings Alam Lohar. It was not just a shield to protect the wearer but also the
thread, which forged strong links with the divine. This thread was also called the gaani
which was a wooden jugni meant to protect the bovines. In an interview, renowned
folksinger, Gurmeet Bawa insisted that jugni is a crescent shaped ornament and used to
be a part of every girl’s dowry, as protection from evil. It was invested with spiritual
powers and linked the wearer with divinity. Folk singers who sang spiritual songs would
always wear it while singing and she follows the same custom till date. This genre, she
agreed may have become popular during the mid-nineteenth or early twentieth century
but definitely did exist much before that. To corroborate this, she stated that she was in
her seventies and her grand father used to sing the jugni and he had learnt it from his
father, thereby suggesting its presence much before the alleged historiographies assert.
(Bawa)
Shiraz Hassan and Jamil Paal add to the plethora of probable meanings deliberated
upon at kafila.online by suggesting that jugni was a character in folklore, a mutiyar (a
young woman) who became a jogan as she wandered from place to place in search for her
lost love. She becomes not just a symbol of eternal love but also “A symbol of exploration
and the search for truth” (Hassan). Her beloved has transcended the corporeal form and
has metasized into the love for the Guru, Saeen or Allah. Truly secular in nature, jugni
is above the narrow boundaries of religion as its movement is not just trans-religion and
trans-geographical but also trans-cultural. Jugni is found not just in Punjab and
Haryana but in many parts of the hilly regions of North India. Whether in praise of the
beloved or the divine maker, satiric or profound, humorous or with an element of pathos,
jugni always contains a kernel of truth and is an embodiment of the fluidity and
dynamism associated with folk songs and folklore. Most jugnis though, despite their
fluidity, have certain common elements. Singh identifies three main attributes; jugni
must comment, must be seen as traveling and must “either forcibly or furtively enter the
space of (limited and not always direct) polemic”. He further states that, there are
further three levels at which the poetic genre of Jugni is supposed to function: There is
first of all a scene (as description) that may be part of a larger social formation; secondly,
this description is supposed to be what the Jugni sees and observes herself as part of her
journeys, first hand. This makes the Jugni herself as the primary gaze of the witness as
a commentator. Thirdly, there is the reporting authorial voice of the poet/singer - who, at
best, seems to function as only a secondary gaze. Thus, we have the scene, the primary
observant gaze of Jugni and the secondary gaze of the poet/singer who observes Jugni
observing the scene and commenting. (Kafila)
FOLK FORMS
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The folk form of Jugni is essentially deeply spiritual and lends itself to a deeper
understanding of the universe and its relation with the creator. While it is difficult to pin
down and archive its earliest proponent, but in the age of recorded music and radio, Asa
Singh Mastana, Kuldeep Manak alias Latif Mohammad, Harbhajan Mann, Gurdas
Mann, Gurmeet Bawa, Des Raj Lachkani and literally every Punjabi singer in modern
day popular Punjabi folk including Rabbi Shergill, Mika and Honey Singh have
contributed to perpetuating this genre. Alam Lohar and his son Arif Lohar on the other
side of the border along with Saleem Javed and Alamgir ensured that the common
cultural heritage of jugni was spared the trauma of partition, as majority of the
performing classes in Mirasis chose to move east.
A study of various jugnis reveals that there are frequent references to Bulle Shah, the
eighteenth century beacon of peace and humanism. Swarna Noora’s Jugni (2003) opens
with the following invocation,

Oh lalya, pe bol dendi/ Tenu khabar nahin ve sajna
Jeda nit tere naal bolda oye/ Dhunde bahar jaake, labbe ghar aake
Vaang murgayan pura falorda ve/ Bulle shah jo jeto aape awaaz mare aape bolda hai
Jugni kehndi ya kehndi ya jugni kehndi ya… (beatofindia)
hear me as I say/ you don’t pay heed dear friend
though I have told you every single day
what you search for lies within you
like a bird that scatters what it seeks to eat
says Bulle Shah, he who can not see
shouts to himself and answers his own call
Jugni says, she says, jugni says…

Oh vair krodh dariya na rehnde/ Drakath na rehnde daalo
Oh ilm karo ilma na rehnde/ Fakar na rehnde haalon
Virakht na kalo badshah na rehnde/ Sum na rehnde maalo
Sab de rah jaande ne vaho/ Khair na rajan jamalo
Jugni kehndi ya kehndi ya jugni kehndi aa (beatofindia)
No fights, no anger, no streams/ No branches on the trees
The wise will lose their wisdom/ The proud will lose their pride
Kings will lose their kingdoms/ The misers will lose their wealth
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POP-FOLK: REDEFINING IDENTITIES IN THE DIASPORA

They all will walk just one path/ No one can be spared
Jugni says… (beatofindia)ii

Jugni, here becomes Bulle Shah’s voice, as she reminds mankind that jugni is neither
man nor woman, both mother and father, at the same time; like Bulle Shah, she knows
not her caste. Jugni, whether by Swarna Noora or Jasbir Jassi or Rabbi Shergill, all
contain the same essence. They recall and bring to the fore what mankind forgets in his
daily strife. It reflects the fact that there will be a day when none will be spared, “the
wise will lose their wisdom, the proud will lose their pride, Kings their kingdom and
misers their wealth” (Noora). If all will eventually walk the same path, jugni wonders
why lines are drawn.
The elasticity and robustness of this beautiful form transcends boundaries and lends
itself to a lament on loss of identity and culture as hordes of farmers leave their home
and hearth to settle in foreign lands in the mid-nineties. Alam Lohar’s rendition in his
‘England di Jugni’ captures this sense of homelessness and rootedness,
Jugni apna des bhulaya / dera aa England vichh laya
Jis da coat pant si paya / ho gaya uss da roop swaya
Saeen meria jugni kehnde aa / nam sajan da lendi ai
Allah bismillah meri jugni/ hai lutya meri jugni…(folkpunjab)iii
Jugni forgot his country and settled in England
The day he wore coat and pant and changed his appearance
O Lord, says my jugni and takes the name of his beloved
Allah Bismillah, my jugni, my jugni is ruined…
In several versions of this song, Lohar charts out the physical as well as the
metaphorical journey from the pind (village) to foreign shores, as “jugni vich jahaz day
behndi/ shami aa UK vich lehndi”, the antagonism of the people “uchi saan na lehndi
dardi”, the inclemencies of the weather “nalay kambdi vekh ke sardi”, the lack of decent
work opportunities, “jugni kam noon dhoondan javay/ tak ke gorian noo ghabravay” and
perhaps most significant, the alienation because of linguistic barriers, “kehndi english
aundi naan/ England di jugni khendi aa/ naam sajan da/naam ali da lendi aa”.
Capitalising on the popularity of this genre overseas, several others churned out jugnis,
in pop and rap modes, all folklorismic mutants but more importantly, they retain the
intrinsic feature of voicing satire and earthy wisdom.
Bikram Singh’s American Jugni (2005) is a far cry from the rustic sounds of the folk
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in Alam Lohar with the algoza and chimta. His was the best selling album in the UK in
2005 and the track “Kaawan” from the same album was declared as the track of the year
by BBC radio. Punjabi folk fuses with electronic sounds as Indian Punjabi girls gyrate to
pulsating beats in clubs, embodying the meaning embedded in the lyrics.

jugni nachdi te oh gaundi, jugni nit clubaan aundi
jugni nachdi te oh gaundi, jugni nit clubaan aundi
saanu taa maar makaundi aa, jadon laak hilaundi aa … (B Singh)
(Jugni sings and dances as she comes to the club daily, she entrances and traps as she
sways her hips…)
Jugni here is symbolic of the westernized immigrant, a potent reminder of Lohar’s
prophetic lament four decades ago, “Jugni maujan khoob udavay/ shami vich cluban
javey/ ghar nu digdi dhendi aavey/ veer meria jugni” (folkpunjab) i.e. Jugni makes merry
as she goes to the clubs and returns home with unsteady steps. The pathos and lament
in Lohar’s rendition though, becomes a defiant jubilation in Singh’s American Jugni as
the second-generation diaspora redefines punjabiyat wherein participation in clubs and
dancing to pop-folk beats becomes a defining moment of declaration of defiance. The
second and third generation migrants refuse to fade into the margins as they leave the
safe environs of their Punjabi homes and gurdwaras, to mingle with the dominant
communities, first through clandestine day time rave parties and gigs accompanied by
familial males, and then unaccompanied in all night carnivalesque celebrations of music
and dance. Victims of dual or multiple identities, the young born in England but bred the
traditional Indian way, are forced to live in a time machine, which stopped a few decades
ago. Going to these clubs was the space for negotiations between hegemonic structures
emerging not just from external forces of racism but also from their own homes, trapped
as they were in the web of tradition and modernity, alienation and acculturation.
CULTURAL RESISTANCE
The process of acculturation and subsequent assimilation begins on the dance floor as
Bikram Singh’s jugni with the qualifying signifier ‘American’ becomes a form of cultural
resistance, as Punjabi lyrics and beats assert their ethnicity, Indian clothes and the bindi
become ethno signifiers and global beats create a space for negotiations. The
stereotypical submissive passive conformist Indian female gets transposed into a fiercely
rebellious and independent entity whose act of enunciation in the ‘clubban’ (club) is a
significant moment, as first clandestine and subsequent defiant clubbers defy
patriarchal repression to go beyond their ‘roots’ as they search for ‘routes’ to negotiate
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with their identities, both ethnic and gendered.
A casual search on youtube reveals a plethora of jugnis uploaded by young students
in Canada, USA and New Zealand. Three young Punjabis, Sekhon, Pannu and Chahal in
their Canadian Jugni (2011), describe the journey of a young girl from a Punjabi village,
who has no choice but to marry an old cock-eyed man in Canada in order to facilitate the
migration of her entire family. “Jugni jaana chandi Canada, maa pyo dhoka kar ke, maa
pyo dhoka kar ke eda, uhno lab ke ek chaleda, dhakke naal doli paa ditti, jugni buddhe
naal vyaah ditti.” Yet another Canadian Jugni (2012) by Deep Khehra along with his
friends Maninder Garewal and Bubblepreet, uploaded with a cautious disclaimer that
their jugni is not intended to offend or hurt any sensibility, details the metamorphic
changes of the modern jugni in a rap mode as she clears the IELTS (English Proficiency
exam) to reach Canada .

Jugni te nava rang hai chadiya/ aino phoren da sap ladeya,
IELTS test clear hai karia/ aine dilliyon jahaz hai phadeya
Jugni Canada aa gayi hai/ saare sharme India laa gayi aa… (Khehra et al.)
This Canadian Jugni goes a step further from the first generation migrant in Alam
Lohar’s England di Jugni, as not only does she forget her homeland and become
westernized, but has acquired mastery over the language. “Jugni vichhe angrezi bole,
kisse da dukh sukh na, kisse da dukh sukh na phole, datt nal beer te hun khole…” i.e
Jugni speaks English and is not concerned with anyone except herself and now is able to
open a bottle of beer with her teeth (Khehra et al.). Blonde hair, tattooed body, the new
age jugni has immersed herself in the dominant culture in order to assimilate, but
according to the singers is self-obsessed and has literally no sense left, not worth a penny.
Garewal’s Canadian Jugni (in the rap mode) as do other such uploads such as New
Zealand Jugni by Bhaskar (2010) on youtube and other virtual fields, reflect the process
of negotiations and acculturation; they are the space where liminalities converge, where
nostalgia and histories are negotiated and glocal identities are reconstructed. The
bleaching of dark hair, the tattoos, the pubbing, the anglicization of lingua Punjabi,
reflects what Iain Chambers in Migrancy, Culture, Identity (1994) suggests, “The
migrant’s sense of being rootless, of living between worlds, between a lost past and a non
integrated present, is perhaps the most fitting metaphor of this (post) modern condition”
(28-9). “Jugni naa jindi naa mardi, aye turye siaapa kardi”. Neither alive nor dead,
neither here nor there, the immigrant is the metaphoric Trishanku. Bhaskar’s New
Zealand Jugni reflects on the young students (female) who flock to IELTS centres, as
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promising gateways to a land of promise and plenty. He exhorts them to not worry about
the cost of tickets and university fees and return home before it is too late. “O IELTS
vichh le aye che band, Jugni jaa pahunchi New Zealand, uthe mile puraane fraind/
kehnde mudd ja jhaliye…Vir mereya jugni man di nahi…” She got the requisite six band
in IELTS and reached New Zealand where her friends warn her to return, but she
refuses to pay heed, their warnings and pleas to return back home go unheard as
“Clubban vichh jaandi…O naa jindi na mardi… jugni rul gayi haa, naam guruan da bhul
gayi aa”, the singer bemoans her loss of innocence in this strife to integrate into the
dominant culture. (She goes to the club, is neither alive nor dead, she is lost and has
forgotten her religion)
CONCLUSION
Be it American, Canadian or English, jugni in the diaspora reinforces dominant
representations of immigrants, caught between a utopian past and an uncertain future.
This is the space where migrants redefine themselves, where the local and global
identities coalesce to assert new glocal entities and where jugni becomes the mnemonic
for new contestations and new calibrations of identities. Both media and migration
create a deep sense of fear, apprehension, and instability, which Arjun Appadurai views
as productive and positive. It is with “technological explosion” that jugni has traversed
the global space to become a deterritorialized topos, a jugniscape, a discourse wherein
the socio political and cultural order is interrogated and negotiated with. Jugni becomes
the agency, the imaginative creative force that becomes the voice of the migrant as s/he
negotiates with a utopic trope of nostalgic return and hegemonic structures of the new
social order. Jugni, metaphorical of cultural identities, is not fixed, static or stagnant.
Pretty much like its representations in the earlier forms, it is peripetatic and
transgresses fixities of gender, time and space. And despite the changes in its form and
content over the years, folklorismic jugni retains its essential rubric; it still remains the
voice of satire, of a gaze that pierces through layers of sophistry and subterfuge to bring
to the fore, a reality that one prefers to evade.
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New Education Policy 2020
and Disabilities
Dr. Ritesh Solanki*
INTRODUCTION
he New Education Policy 2020 or NEP 2020 in short has been recently received
cabinet approval and it now effectively replaces the earlier policy- the National
Policy on Education 1986, which was later modified in 1992, hence it is also sometimes
referred to acronymically as NPE 1986/92. For the purpose of this paper, we should be
recalling frequently, that in between these years from 1986, 1992 to 2019-20, some major
developments has been the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act,
2009 and recently the Right of Persons with Disability Act, 2016 which laid down legal
underpinnings for achieving universal elementary education.

T

Key words: Education, Inclusiveness, Disability
STATE OF EDUCATION
Education became a fundamental right of every citizen between the age of 6 to 14
years of age, in 2010, after more than 6 decades of independence and 60 years after the
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promulgation of the Constitution. Thereafter in 1995 India passed legislation, formally
recognizing its constitutional commitment to the welfare of the people with disability.
The disability rights in India started gaining grounds from the second half of the 80s and
had gradually reached to the Right of Persons with Disability Act, 2018.
Secondary

16%

Higher Secondary

12%

Middle

16%

Graduate & above

Literate upto primary

12%

19%

Distgrubution of persons of age 15 years and
above by the highest level of education
successfully completed (in %) (Image CARE
Ratings)

Not literate

26%

Figure 1: The distribution of Persons above the age of 15 years. (Source: Gupta, 2019)

Figure 1 is descriptive of the state of education in India, where only 1 out of 10 persons
above the age of 15 years is educationally graduated or above. In such a bleak scenario
it takes special abilities to focus with a sectional view on the question of accessibility of
education. Nevertheless, the infrastructural development at the grass root level, as
mandated under Sarva Siksha Abhiyan followed by constitutional recognition of RTE as
a fundamental right warrants that to salvage the situation for our future generation, we
need to be extra cautious in this regard.
The Census highlights that the educational indicators amongst the community with
disability is below any satisfactory level. Besides there are evident gaps within, based on
rural-urban nature of their residence and gender. 59% of the population with disability
is literate (Census, 2011) which is below the national average. 60% of the literates, are
below matriculation (Census, 2011). It also indicates that the accessibility of the students
with disabilities should remain a focus of any education policy in the country.
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Over from the draft of 2019, the new draft indicates that the NEP was modified1 to
include some of the concerns of the organizations who raised the issues with the
concerned ministry in the central government.
INCLUSIVE POLICY
The Education Ministry maintains that the NEP 2020 is not only inclusive as per the
constitutional ideals of social justice but also addresses the global commitment under
Sustainable Development Goals, agreed internationally.

‘The features and recommendations of the policy are in consonance with the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG - 4). To facilitate learning for all students and
bridge the gaps of access to school education, special emphasis has been laid on SocioEconomically Disadvantaged Groups (SEDGs) based on gender & socio- cultural
identities & disabilities etc. It also underscores within its framework, education of
children with special needs (CwSN) in order to ensure equitable quality (Lok Sabha
Secretariat, n.d.).’
NEP AND RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY ACT, 2018
The New Education Policy 2020 set the undertone for the right of persons with
disability in the right manner by making provision for their inclusion and their special
needs from early education to higher education. The NEP states unambiguously that it
recognizes the right of the persons with disabilities has been recognised-

‘...This Policy is in complete consonance with the provisions of the RPWD Act 2016 and
endorses all its recommendations with regard to school education. While preparing the
National Curriculum Framework, NCERT will ensure that consultations are held with
expert bodies such as National Institutes of DEPwD.’ (Para 6.10, Ministry of HRD,
Govt. of India, 2020, p. 26)
The government of India recognizing its international commitment under the
Incheon Strategy finally legislated the new act and adopted the internationally
agreed human right framework for the people with disability. Accessibility audit and
infrastructure need of the public institutions and buildings had been recognised as a
matter of great concern, to reorient or design for making them accessible to the
disabled population. It’s implied that such importance will also be extended to all
primary schools across the country and hence associated infrastructure can be
improved to make it disabled-friendly. Since the new act departs from the older
welfarist model to the newer framework of recognising the inalienable rights of the
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disabled people. Although it is yet to be seen how the pedagogy and framework fans
out but NEP as a policy
statement makes sound promises of recognizing and assisting in the needs and
aspirations of the people with disabilities.
Appointment of special educators in schools
NEP provides for educating the children with special needs.

‘5.21. There is an urgent need for additional special educators for certain areas of
school education. Some examples of such specialist requirements include subject
teaching for children with disabilities/Divyang children at the Middle and Secondary
school level, including teaching for specific learning disabilities. Such teachers would
require not only subject-teaching knowledge and understanding of subject-related
aims of education, but also the relevant skills for understanding of special
requirements of children…’ (p.23, NEP: Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, 2020)
NEP also pays attention towards orienting the Teachers training and education to be
sensitized enough for the children or students with disabilities.
‘5.24. All B.Ed. programmes will include training in time-tested as well as the most
recent techniques in pedagogy, including pedagogy with respect to foundational
literacy and numeracy, multi-level teaching and evaluation, teaching children with
disabilities, teaching children with special interests or talents, use of educational
technology, and learner-centered and collaborative learning…’ (p23, NEP: Ministry of
HRD, Govt. of India, 2020)
But the availability of the special educators and their accumulation in urban centres
makes the task a difficult one (Mani & Provident, 2017). According to the World
Federation of Occupational Therapists2 reports, there is 1 occupational therapist in
India for every 5 lakh population. Moreover these professionals are highly concentrated
in the metropolitan cities alone.
Culturally appropriate strategies also require that there should be an adequate
number of female therapists as well. This is more important for the large swathe of
Indian rurality. While increasing the number of special therapists should be of great
concern, its distribution/concentration across the country should ideally be regulated so
that socially disadvantaged persons should not suffer additionally. Creating a fund
dedicated for maintaining therapists provincially can assist the economic disparities
within the states in India.
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EARLY, PREPARATORY AND FOUNDATIONAL EDUCATION IN CHILD’S MOTHER TONGUE
NEP also provides greater focus on imparting education in wards’ mother tongue.

‘4.11. It is well understood that young children learn and grasp nontrivial concepts
more quickly in their home language/mother tongue. Home language is usually the
same language as the mother tongue or that which is spoken by local communities.
However, at times in multilingual families, there can be a home language spoken by
other family members which may sometimes be different from mother tongue or local
language. Wherever possible, the medium of instruction until at least Grade 5, but
preferably till Grade 8…’ (p. 13, NEP: Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, 2020)
It is the author’s emphasis that irrespective of the scheduled status of various Indian
languages, the state education boards should encourage more inclusion in the matter of
language of instructions. The local
languages promoted through
grants to scholars, and research in
encouraging
conversion
of
instruction material to local
languages should have its natural
impact in the learning process for
students with disabilities as well.
It’s quite understandable that not
only the basic education needs to
be in a student’s mother tongue
but also in a manner that is
comprehensible locally. This one
aspect, if implemented with rigour
can have lasting results in the
field of comprehension scores of
the pupils which had been quite a
matter of serious concern over the
last few years.
But besides the language of
instruction another important
(Source: Meghnad, 2020 at
https://www.newslaundry.com/2020/08/10/bey
ond-jargon-and- keywords-what-is-the-nep2020-and-why-do-we-need-it )
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aspect affecting the quality of education had been the low priority accorded to the
education by almost all state governments. It is endearing to see that NEP has accorded
special attention to a standardized national Sign language-

‘4.22. Indian Sign Language (ISL) will be standardized across the country, and
National and State curriculum materials developed, for use by students with hearing
impairment. Local sign languages will be respected and taught as well, where possible
and relevant.’ (p.15, NEP 2020: Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, 2020)
It is important to appreciate the fact, that’s how pivotal a state’s role is in improving
education score amongst its residents. The issues of poorly trained teachers and
bureaucratic apathy to the plight of the contract-teachers are two sides of the same coin.
Private schools have proliferated greatly in the last 10-11 years, but most of them often
function as a substitute for the poorly functioning government schools rather than in
response to any higher aspirational value, as evident from the crammed private schools,
while their number remains less than half of the total number of government schools
(Gohain, 2020). Hence a high priority with higher budgetary allocation is quintessential
for improving the status of education in most of the Indian states (Shrivastava, 2018)
(Taneja, 2020).
NEP ENGAGING PARENTS
‘Family learning can contribute to the achievement of other SDG 4 targets as well as
to SDGs addressing issues of poverty, nutrition, health and well-being, gender equality,
water and sanitation, decent work and sustainable communities’ A common family
learning programme model ‘has three components: adults’ sessions, children’s sessions,
and joint sessions where adults and children develop activities together.’ (UNESCO
institute for Lifelong Learning, 2017, 2).
Along with this, the socio-economic profile of the family of the person with disability
also has an influence on the overall development of the student. This is especially true
for the students with disabilities. In this aspect as well, NEP does reiterate the
importance of keeping the Parents engaged and counselling them appropriately for the
overall development of the child. Rao & Sun (2015) supports that experts’ opinion that
the quality of pre-school has a positive impact on the developmental indicators of the
children.
Britto and Engle (2015) sums up the importance of parenting by highlighting research
done in various countries across the globe, to assert the importance of parent education
and parent support as the two prong parenting programmes that had shown promising
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and positive outcomes in a child’s development. Shifting the focus back to ‘Family’ from
the recognised ‘Parents’- as the structure or institution supporting the child in its
formative years, is conducive for children with disability as well. Early Childhood care
and support is indeed of great value not only for the child’s growth but also in mitigating
limitations of poor families, which often lack the resources and specialized knowledge to
handle the special parenting needs of their children with disabilities.

Source: Hanemann et al., 2017

Figure 2: Diagram showcasing the Importance of Family Education (from p.2, UNESCO ILL Policy Brief No. 9).

Institutional setting for providing for the children with disabilities, also requires that
it recognize that the primary caregiver to such children, generally lies with women in
Indian rural households. Hence supporting the primary care provider should include
options reducing the burden from the women/mother in a
family, by using evidence based strategies (Vadivelan et al., 2020, 645). Direct cash
transfer to the mother of the child can go a long way in increasing the value of her efforts
that she put in for providing to the children of special needs.
The importance of an early referral to the nearest Primary Health Centres or PHCs
can hardly be overstated, but it is needed to be supported through follow up and
monitoring at the Householdby the community worker, while taking as family as the
other important stakeholder, if not the most important as the family care and
psychosocial and emotional support for the child with disability goes beyond the
interventions as well.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE EDUCATION WITH DISABILITY IN NEP:
A HERCULEAN TASK AHEAD
The NEP focus on early childcare and education is of not only crucially important for
a child’s development but iIt is particularly true for the children with disabilities as
“interventions are most fruitful if pedagogic intervention is available before this
maturation so that suitable adaptations can be strengthened in the neural system. Once
maturation is completed, progress can become slower and more difficult, if not
impossible” (Paliwal, 2020). This is particularly true for Specific Learning Disabilities
(SLDs), many times come with other conditions such as hyperactivity, attention
deficiency and other conditions.
While pre-nursery and pre-primary schools exist in many urban centres, the overall
government is the most important care provider to the children under the age of 6 in
India. This is through the Integrated Child Development Scheme or ICDS for short,
under the Ministry of Women and Child Development, in the Government of India. ICDS,
firstly as a target based approach was launched in India in 1975, but was later
universalised, in 1995. ICDS is responsible for maintaining Anganwadi Centres (AWCs)
across the country that provide basic early education and nutritional needs of the
children under the age of 6 years.
It is need to be appreciated that recently the central government increased the
honorarium of Anganwadi workers (PIB, 2018) - to Rs. 4,500 per month from earlier Rs.
3000 per month for AWW and to Rs. 2250 per month from earlier RS. 1500 per month for
AW Helper.
Government (Centre and State) remains the largest provider of Early Childcare &
Education system in India. Indeed it is a formidable task to expect to orient and train
more than 24 lakhs AWCs staff towards the special needs of the children with
disabilities, in a short term (PIB, 2019). Besides the challenge of implementing a uniform
framework at different places to suit the local requirements.
Looking at unrest among AWWs in different states for demanding higher honorarium
and security of tenure; it appears that organizing specialised training for special need
children through ICDS structures, is going to be an arduous task (Timsit, 2019). There
is a Policy on National Curriculum for Childcare and Education in place since 2013,
which directs the ECCE centres to develop programmes compatible to the learning needs
of children with special needs (WCD, Ministry of, 2013). But in the light of new law of
2016, the Right to Persons with Disability Act recognises disabilities which were earlier
not covered under the older PwD Act of 1995 (Shrivastava, 2018). Experts estimate that
the number of persons with disabilities can jump from earlier recorded less than 3
percent to around 10-15 percent, an acknowledged average for the population of disabled
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in any demographic (Debroy, 2016). Hence while the number of persons with disabilities
in India should ideally increase on that count in the new Census 2021, the government
spending has to match the increased numbers.
There is a need for greater deliberation of the policy, keeping the students with
disability in mind. Ideally NCERT and SCERTs should consult organizations and
agencies (government and non-governmental) working with the disadvantaged groups to
design a framework that will address issues of the disadvantaged students including
those concerning students with disability as well.

‘Comprehensive early identification, assessment and intervention processes,
collectively called Early Childhood Interventions (ECIs) not only have the potential to
attenuate general developmental risks and minimize the impact of disabilities, but
also enable children to thrive in inclusive settings.’ (Lata, 2015, 141)
NEP 2020, states its commitment to not only upgrade the infrastructures of the
AWCs, but also improve the learning capacities of the AWWs as educators and
facilitators.
Early detection as well as early intervention in the developmental delays at the lowest
level, as we know, is of crucial importance to the children with special learning
disabilities.
The NEP recognizes the multifaceted aspects of early childcare and education of a
child below 6 years of age such asa. Socio-emotional & ethical development
b. Physical, Health and Motor Development
c. Cognitive Development
d. Language Development
e. Development of Creative and Aesthetic Appreciation
But it is also needed to be appreciated that all these have different meanings for
different types of learning disabilities amongst children. While ICDS structures will
suitably need to be upgraded for the ECCE, the human resources will also be needed to
be attached to these centres. While policy suggests that 6% of GDP should ideally be the
annual expenditure by the governments on education, it is still to be seen how a policy
statement that has remained unchanged since the 1960s taken into effect now, while the
education sector in the country remains highly under funded and over utilised. After all
NEP 2020 at best is only a guiding document, and real life and blood of this political
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resolve can be seen when a scheme or executive order bringing the policy
recommendations comes into being.

‘...A Rights-based ECCE agenda respectful of diversity benefits all children and builds
the capabilities of people with disabilities to uphold their dignity, assert their basic
freedoms and claim protection from discrimination and abuse.’ (Lata, 2015, 149)
CONCLUSION
The National Educational Policy 2020 has many suggestions that, if implemented,
will go a long way in moving towards the right direction, for the disability rights
movement in the country. It is still early to comment on the efficacy, but looking at the
gaps that already exist in infrastructure, specially meant for the population with
disabilities, it is not going to be an easy task in translating the words into action. The
new Rights of the Persons with Disability Act, 2016 along with nationally announced
campaigns such as Accessible India has set the correct undertone for concerned
bureaucracies to work with the political mandate and possibly with empathy for the
people with disabilities. However, it is yet to be seen how the concerned ministries and
departments will come together in their synergies as it is going to be the pivot around
which this new policy can be brought into action.
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Situating Gandhi in Contemporary
Cosmopolitan Tradition
DR. Sushant Kumar Jha*
INTRODUCTION
he contours of the humanitarian, philosophical- rationale and ethical-moral
conceptions find an established say in Gandhian Thought and pave the way to
further analyse and situate them in different times, contexts and locale cutting across
national borders. The pursuits of globalized existence of human beings today makes it
significant to have an academic inquiry into the concepts like cosmopolitanism and
modestly add to the existing literature.
Gandhi was not only a great anarchist philosopher but also an ardent exponent of
nationalism and internationalism. He was not only a man of thought and action but also
a great advocate of global humanity. Although he did not talk about cosmopolitanism, his
ideas and preaching about Satya, ahimsa, satyagraha, and spirituality and morality
place him in the cosmopolitan tradition. Now we will try to locate his various innovative
ideas within the theoretical framework of cosmopolitanism. Hardiman argues that,
“Gandhi never sought to provide a grand Political Theory for example and ideological
system. He worked out his theory_ his truth _ as praxis, and understood that it had to
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evolve constantly in relation to his and other people’s experienc”’. (Hardima:2007. p.7).
In the same fashion, we can cite Ashish Nandy has pointed out in this respect how
Gandhi did not attempt to provide a strongly systematized theory or ideology or utopia
rather he provided a vision of a society that stood in constant opposition to the
oppressions hierarchies and technologies that prevailed in the world of his day. His
approach represented a state of mind rather than a clear-cut theoretical system (Ashish
Nandy:1981.p.173).
Key words: Gandhi, Humanitarian, Cosmopolitanism, Nationalism
COSMOPOLITANISM: CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING
According to Roger Scruton, “cosmopolitanism implies belief in the stoic ideal of the
‘cosmopolis’, or world state, to which all human beings or rational creature necessarily
belong, which they must attempt to realise in their actions regardless of the local which
may frustrate them. The ideal underlines Augustine’s theocratic universalism and
Dante’s conception of a world empire. Its greatest advocate in modern times has been
Kant, whose prescription for ‘perpetual peace’ involves the generation of an international
government obedient to the conception”(Roger Sruton:1982. pp.99-100).
Thus, cosmopolitanism advances the idea of a universal human community in which
everybody is treated as equals. It has both moral and political meaning. It also
emphasises on both positive and negative duties, usually expressed in terms of
responsibilities not to harm and responsibilities to provide humanitarian assistance or
hospitality (Baylis et.al.:2008. p.199)
The Idea of Cosmopolitan
Andrew Linklater writes opines that, “The idea of cosmopolitan or world citizenship
seems to have first appeared in Ancient Greece in the fourth century BC when the polis
and the civic virtue associated with it were in obvious decline. The cynic philosopher,
Diogenes, called himself a citizen of the world because he believed the polis no longer had
the first claim upon the individual’s political allegiance. Diogenes was more interested to
criticise the polis rather develops any vision of the universal community of humankind.
Enlightenment thinker such as Kant used the term world citizenship more positively to
promote a stronger sense of moral obligation between the members of separate sovereign
states. The very idea of cosmopolitan or cosmopolitan citizenship is regarded as a key
theme in the continuing search for universal rights and obligations which bind all people
together in just world orde”(AndrewLinklater:2002. p.317). The idea of cosmopolitan or
world citizenship is highly pronounced in Gandhian system of thought.
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If we look into the details of Gandhi’s whole system thought, it profoundly makes a
theoretical appeal for ethical world order. Chandrachur Singh argues that,” Highlighting
and reinforcing the cosmopolitan strains within the practices and principles of Gandhi
and how they connect with cosmopolitan principles could be an effective way for
generating support for a domestic policy that is consistent with cosmopolitan values and
duties. A meaningful appreciation and use of Gandhi’s ideas and teachings demand that
he be cast as one of the most erudite and passionate ambassadors of cosmopolitan values”
(Singh:2020).
NATIONALISM AND COSMOPOLITANISM
However, according to V.R.Mehta, “Tagore’s attack on nationalism came out sharply
in his attack on Gandhi who, he thought, through boycott and civil disobedience, had
opened up Pandora’s box in the Indian political life. It is not that Tagore was unaware of
the greatness of Gandhi. He was the first to call him ‘Mahatma...Tagore stood for
cosmopolitanism which he identified with universalism but did not realise that this ideal
could be actualized only in a society of equals. Gandhi was a politician first and a seer
afterwards, Tagore was first a seer and could not accept any deviation from the lofty ideal
of human brotherhood” (Mehta:2016. p.264). Gandhi always asserted that only
attainment of Swaraj could pave the way for the universal world community.
CONCEPT OF OCEANIC CIRCLE
Gandhi’s vision of the relationship between the individual, the state and the world
community is articulated in an interview to the press in 1946. He spelt out that “ Life
will not be a pyramid with the apex sustained by the bottom. But it will be an oceanic
circle whose centre will be the individual always ready to perish for the village, the latter
ready to perish for the circle of villages, till at. last, the whole becomes one life comprised
of individuals, never aggressive in their arrogance, but ever humble, sharing the majesty
of the oceanic circle of which they are integral units. Therefore, the outermost circle will
not wield power to crush the inner circle, but will give strength to all within and will
derive its strength from it”(Harijan:1942:5).
NON-VIOLENCE AND COSMOPOLITANISM
It is generally recognized that Gandhi’s conception of nonviolence as a moral and
political ideal place him in the cosmopolitan tradition. From Gandhi’s perspective,
nonviolence is an ontological truth that follows from the unity and interdependence of
humanity and life. While violence damages and undermines all forms of life, nonviolence
uplifts all. Gandhi writes:
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I do not believe . . . that an individual may gain spiritually and those who surround
him suffer. I believe in Advaita (non-duality), I believe in the essential unity of man and,
for that matter, of all that lives. Therefore, I believe that if one man gains spiritually, the
whole world gains with him and if one man falls, the whole world falls to that extent.
(cited in.Arne Naess:1974).
Ramin Jahanbegloo emphatically tries to connect Gandhi with cosmopolitan
assumptions. He highlights that” Gandhi does not use the word “cosmopolitan” to
designate any particular view about his concepts of Truth and nonviolence. But this does
not mean that he did not hold such a view. He recognized the essential unity of humanity,
a recognition necessitating critical self- examination and a move from egoic centricity
toward shared humanity. As Gandhi himself developed it, nonviolence was a
transformative ontological and political project, geared towards an ashramic view of the
world. Far from being a mere retreat from the world, the ashram is a cosmopolitan
community where spirituality and politics are fused. Gandhi’s view of the relationship of
spiritual life and public activity proved central to his teachings about the unity of
humanity. The very idea of a cosmopolitan ideal was inscribed in Gandhi’s concept of a
harmonious co-existence of diverse beliefs. Gandhi’s idea of spiritualizing politics reveals
the citizen, not the state, as the true subject of the political, and addresses the persistent
inability within politics to deal with the other. In other words, in Gandhi’s mind, the
citizen always stands higher than the state. This is why the question of duty is important
to Gandhi. Duty is the instant of moral decision, where the political subject frees himself
from any normative ties to the sovereign.” (Jahanbegloo:2011).
GANDHI’S VISION OF COSMOPOLITANISM
It is important to note that as Singh agues,” the feeling of companionship is the
foundation on which Gandhian ethics stands and could provide the required motivational
impetus to cosmopolitan principles. It dwells not just on restraints but focuses on the
responsibility of bridging the moral distance between the self and the other - between a
compatriot and a foreigner. An emphatic sense of global human community as such is
evident in Gandhi’s thinking. .”(Singh:2020). In 1929 Gandhi wrote in Young India “my
mission is not merely brotherhood of Indian humanity. It is not merely freedom of India.
through the realisation of freedom of India, I hope to realise and carry on the mission of
the brotherhood of man. My patriotism is not an exclusive thing. It is all-embracing and
I should reject that patriotism which sought to mount upon the distress or the
exploitation of other nationalities.”(Young India:1929:10).
Though Gandhi was a great nationalist in the sense that he intensely loved his
country the element of humanism was also present in him and he considered the
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welfare of the world no less important and in this sense, he was a true cosmopolitan.
Gandhi did not find any contradiction between the nationalism and cosmopolitanism
and asserted that an international organization would become possible when all the
nations, big or small, composing it were fully independent and learnt to live in
friendship with each other. Gandhi wanted to see India free and strong so that it may
offer itself as a willing and pure sacrifice for the upliftment of the world. Gandhi
argued that patriotism teaches us today individual has to die for the family, the family
for the village, the village for the district, the district for the province, the province
for the country, even so, a country has to be free so that it may die if necessary, for the
benefit of the world. Gandhi opined that my idea, therefore, of nationalism that our
country may become free, that if need be, the whole country may die so that the
human race may live. (www.mkgandhi.org:2020).
Not only that, Gandhi’s views on the spiritualization of politics can be understood as
inherently reflective of cosmopolitan intent. The very idea of Gandhi was neither
secularization of politics nor politics of secularization, but the togetherness of ethics
because he wanted to have a non - violent ethical world order.’ The togetherness of ethics
and ethics of togetherness’ is the essence of his ideas about religion and politics. To him,
politics bereft from religion is a death trap because it kills the soul. Even his ideas of
modernity postulate modernity as the progression of humanity. Gandhi Considers
civilization as an ideological process where east and west meet and transform each other.
(Hardiman:2007).
Jahanbegloo notes that Gandhi believes in an idea of shared sovereignty as a
regulatory principle and, at the same time, limit to the abusive use of political power.
According to him “the Gandhian debate shifts from the primacy of the political to the
primacy of the ethical, in which the pursuit of moral life in politics leads Gandhi to argue
in favour citizens’ responsibility. Gandhi’s challenge to the modern state is, therefore, not
just the ground of its legitimacy, but on its very rationale. The Gandhian principle of
nonviolence is presented as a challenge to the violence that is always necessarily
implicated in the foundation of a sovereign order. Gandhi’s critique of modern politics
directs him to conceive of the political as neither the secularization of politics, nor the
politicization of religion, but a question of ethics of togetherness, framed in terms of
triangulation of ethics, politics, and religion. This Gandhian moment of politics
indubitably leads to the possibility of a synthesis between the two concepts of individual
autonomy and nonviolent action and supports the capacity of citizens to redefine politics
about an explicit commonality-a long-term feature of a just society. Furthermore, the
Gandhian moment of politics concerns not only the value of engaged public life but also
the ethos of a common world.” (Jahanbegloo:2011).
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However, it is noteworthy that the concept of cosmopolitan citizenship has become a
central theme of modern political philosophy. As far as Gandhi is concerned, Gandhi does
not talk about cosmopolitan citizenship per se, but he has some blueprint about shared
world community or world federation, and individuals’ responsibilities and duties
towards that. In this respect, Ratna Ghosh also argues that,” Gandhi himself did not
discuss citizenship extensively although his plan for Basic Education or Nai Talim aimed
at developing moral citizens for an independent India.
He thought of himself as a citizen of the world. Educated in both India and England
where he became a lawyer, Gandhi had lived also in South Africa. His ideals of Ahimsa
(non-violence) his core principle, as well as satyagraha (truth) and Sarvodya (the welfare
of all), were influenced by Eastern and Western scholars alike and have much relevance
to global citizenship education today. He had an inclusivist vision of the world which he
saw as being composed of many cultures, all interrelated by common moral principles
and each with its profound contribution.” (Ratna Ghosh:2018).
CONCLUDING OBSERVATION
In the backdrop of above discussions Gandhi’s connect to cosmopolitanism is highly
pronounced. His ideas, teachings and preachings are basically the voice of all for the good
of all. His system of thought has a universal application. Gandhi’s plea for ‘Good Life’ and
‘Good Governance’ was not merely for India but for the whole of humanity. His innovative
ideas of the oceanic circle, non-violence, togetherness of ethics, nationalism and
internationalism, cultural relativism, alternative modernity, the vision of inclusiveness
shared sovereignty,nai talim(education) etc. do place him within the theoretical
framework of cosmopolitanism. He was not only a man of action but also a prophet of
modern India, whose view of life was full of compassion and his morality puritan
(Mehta:2016) He raised profound problems of our times and explored the mechanism to
resolve them. He not only gave new language to Indian National Movement but
remained the undisputed leader of the national movement almost for the three decades
(hardiman:2007). Anthony J. Parel rightly observed that,” The Gandhian paradigm
teaches everyone not just Indians how to seek wealth and power without sacrificing
ethics beauty and transcendence “(Parel: 2006.p205). Needless to say, that, whatever
challenges India along with the rest of the world are facing today could be resolved
through Gandhian system of thought.
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Ancient Knowledge of Water and
Water Traditions in India
Dr. Suman Kumar*
Dr. Shivani Katara**
INTRODUCTION
ater has always been a matter of prime importance since the dawn of knowledge.
In the face of climate change, environmental degradation, water crisis and
hydrological extremes, exploring the knowledge of water as contained in ancient Indian
texts is crying need of today’s times. With over a billion population, overuse and misuse
of natural resources is pushing India towards social, political and environmental
disaster. As Critchley (1994) notes, after five decades of failed efforts with respect to soil
and water conservation in developing nations, experts, specialists and policy makers are
reconsidering their valued strategies. It has now been increasingly recognised that much
could be learned from previously ignored ancient knowledge about water and other
natural resources. Traditional knowledge and traditional methods can act as suitable
starting points for developing adoptable and environmentally sustainable alternatives,
particularly in field of water management.
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Besides, great leaps in realm of spirituality, ancient India also witnessed growth of
science (including science of water). The need to manage and use available water fuelled
the growth of hydrological knowledge. Our ancient civilization, the Hindu civilization,
was technologically advanced and environmentally sustainable. The Indus Valley
Civilization (IVC) earliest in the world, is one of the finest example of hydraulic marvels
with a well- developed and sophisticated system of water drainage and sewerage which
was ahead of its time and played a major role in making IVC a thriving civilization.
Further, the Mauryan Empire dating back to 322-185 BCE holds the credit of being first
hydraulic civilization due its unique dams with spillways (known as Ahars and Pynes)
(Singh et al. 2020). It is interesting to note that all the above-mentioned state-of-art
technologies were in accordance with the socio-cultural and socio-economic conditions of
people and their religious ways of life. (Wolfe, 1999).
Ancient Indian scriptures, dating back to Vedic period reveal that science of water was
pervasive in ancient India and has been discussed in-depth. There are invaluable references
to hydrology (in form of verses) in Vedas (particularly, Rig Veda, Yajur Veda and Atharv
Veda), Puranas, Ramayana, Mahabharat and other important texts like Vraht Samhita,
Meghamala and Arthashastra. As, Jain et al. (2018) notes, there are multiple references to
water cycle, cloud formation, stream flow, water table, hydraulic machines, various hydrostructures and nature-based solutions for waste-water management (Jain et al., 2018).
However, this sea of knowledge has been poorly explored till recent times. In his pioneering
works, M. Visvesvarayya (modern India’s architect of water management) has drawn hugely
from wisdom of ancient civilizations, particularly Indian.
From cradle to grave, every individual has a strong and organic connection with mother
nature. In Indian culture water is considered pure & precious and is linked to every aspect
of social life. As Hastings (1977) notes, sacredness and efficacy of water as a curative fluid is
a strong belief among Indian masses. Physical form of water is venerated and is associated
with many divinities. This association has led to its enshrinement by constructing various
temples and pilgrimages along rivers and water bodies. So, it is high time that we appreciate
and re- learn our traditional wisdom and practices and combine them appropriately with
modern systems of water management. This synergy of the old and the new will enhance our
knowledge of the nature and it helps us in investigating the several unknowns of the universe
to generate practical solutions for current problems. First section attempts to provide an
insight into ancient Indian hydrologic knowledge or water wisdom of our forefathers through
various evidence and references from ancient Indian texts and scriptures. Second section
highlights the importance of water in Indian customs and traditions.
Key words: Water, Culture, Harappan, Hindu
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COSMOPOLITANISM: CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING
According to Roger Scruton, “cosmopolitanism implies belief in the stoic ideal of
the ‘cosmopolis’, or world state, to which all human beings or rational creature
necessarily belong, which they must attempt to realise in their actions regardless of
the local which may frustrate them. The ideal underlines Augustine’s theocratic
universalism and Dante’s conception of a world empire. Its greatest advocate in
modern times has been Kant, whose prescription for ‘perpetual peace’ involves the
generation of an international government obedient to the conception”(Roger
Sruton:1982. pp.99-100).
Thus, cosmopolitanism advances the idea of a universal human community in which
everybody is treated as equals. It has both moral and political meaning. It also
emphasises on both positive and negative duties, usually expressed in terms of
responsibilities not to harm and responsibilities to provide humanitarian assistance or
hospitality (Baylis et.al.:2008. p.199)
WATER IN HINDU CUSTOMS
As per Vedas, earthly life evolved from Apah (water). Rig Veda has many deities
linked with water such as Apas, Indra, Varun, Pranjay. Adi Shesha, the divine snake
who forms the couch of Narayana, represents water. The Rig Vedic hymns X.B2.1 and
X.121.1 state that the creation had started with the origin of water and the cosmic
golden egg (embryo) - hiranyagarbh. The hymn is as follows:
gj.;xHkZ% leorZrkxzsHkwrL; tkr% ifrjdsZvklhr~A
l nk/kkj i`fFkoh ?kkeqrseka dLesnsok; gfo’kkfo/kse~AA R.V.X,121.1 AA (Sarasvati, 2009).
“Sanskrit word for water is ‘apah’, derived from root ‘ap’ to obtain and is explained as
Aapanaa: savaRvyaapanaa: obtainable, all encompassing, all pervading element”
(Mahulikar, 2007; p.2).
Since antiquity, all Hindu ceremonies have religious tones which demand high
standard of cleanliness. Most noteworthy traits of water were believed to be its ability to
cleanse, purify, heal and cure. It is for this reason that water is glorified, worshipped and
has got prominence in man’s social and religious life. The Great Bath of Mohenjo-Daro
and Jhalars (step-wells) of Rajasthan are testimonies of the pervasive influence of water
on the cultural and the religious life of Indians. These structures were constructed to
perform various religious rites, royal ceremonies as well as for community use. Great
Bath is known to be earliest public water tank while the oldest Jhalara of Jodhpur Mahamandir dates back to 1660 AD (Kenoyer, 1991).
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As Rabindranath Tagore stated, “India
chose her places of pilgrimages on the top of
hills and mountains, by the side of the holy
rivers, in the heart of forests and by the
shores of the ocean, which along with the sky,
is our nearest visible symbol of the vast, the
boundless”1. Almost all holy places in India
are generally located on the banks of rivers
and seashores. Rivers have cultural
importance as most ancient civilizations are
believed to be originated near river regions
Great Bath of Mohenjo-Daro Image
(Mahulikar, 2007). Also, due to its continuous Source: Wikipedia
flow, a river is always regarded as clean, pure
and holy. In Hindu culture, river the Ganga is linked to Lord Shiva as the symbol for
purification of soul and rejuvenation of the mind. Also, a lot of prominence is attached to
its ghats. It is believed that many gods and goddess dwell in different parts of a ghat.
Thus, worshipping ghat is equivalent to worship of God. Ghat also symbolizes the womb
and signifies fertility. The water in a ghat is not just elemental water in Hindu traditions,
it is creative, fertile and is also used for pacificatory rites as well (Shantikarm). Brahma
Purana (II.67.2-40) narrates a story of Laksmi and Daridraand concludes that a man can
get rid of its poverty by taking a bath in holy river. In Uttarakhand, people think water
has spirit (masaan). It is believed that masaan is present in all irrigation channels and
needs to be pacified to protect the local vegetation and crops (Mahulikar, 2007).
In Hinduism there are many water rituals. All rituals begin with Samkalpa i.e.
sipping water before declaring his/her wish to undertake any rite. Achaman also involves
sipping of water before answering calls of nature, after walking in unclean spaces, just
before and after taking food as well as after bath. These rituals are done to purify the
person from within. In worship rituals, Padya is the water used for washing feet of the
diety and Arghya is offering of water to greet a diety. Water stored in metal jars or kalash
during worship is considered divine, especially during Poorn Kumbh. Abhishekam
(sprinkling water on God’s idols) is a ritualistic bath for deities and is widely practiced.
Later, the offered water is distributed as Theertha to the devotees (Ibid.). Other
important rituals include Tarpan and Nirtalikkuka. Tarpan is pouring or sprinkling
water through hands to gratify or please Gods, ancestors and sages, most commonly
practiced during Shraddhas and while sitting down for meals. Nirtalikkuka is performed
immediately after birth of a child, a close relative pours a few drops of water on the body
of the child using his right hand. It is believed that the child will get the character of this
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person (Kinnear and Russell, “n.d”).There are many shlokas which are invoked while
offering prayers to water as God. For instance, “O Water, because of your presence, the
atmosphere is so refreshing, and imparts us with vigour and strength. We revere you who
gladdens us by your pure essence”. One more hymn says, “O water, please wash away
whatever wicked tendencies are in me, and also wash away the treacheries burning me
from within, and any falsehood present in my mind” (Jain et al., 2018, p.7-8).
Because of the divinity and purity associated with water, some rules and regulations
related to water also creep in. The Grihya Sutras states that one should not take bath
without clothes. (Asv. G. S.III.9.6.8). A naked bath is an insult to the deities residing in
waters. Thus, water is imbued with the power of spiritual and physical purification and
is an important part of various rites and ritual in Indian traditions2.
Indian cultural landscape is replete with stories, images and songs that speaks
volumes about relationship between women and water. In Uttarakhand, women perform
specific dances to songs known as Ganga Geet during occasions of Ganga Saptmi (this
day marks the birth of holy Ganga), opening of Gangotri Temple doors and Selku fair. A
specific water ritual is performed by a newly-wed bride in which she has to worship the
water body from where her husband’s household gets water (Jafa, 2019). India also has
a tradition of Jal Yatra which are processions taken out by 108 virgin girls on variety of
religious occasions. In Rajasthan, a pre-monsoon ritual Lasipa is performed. It is a
community event in which whole village gathers to clean, mend, dig and de-silt local
water bodies. Women specifically come together during fertility festivals like Gangaur
and Teej to clean nearby ponds, lakes and tanks. The Bhawai dance of Rajasthan is
specifically performed with seven water pots to please Sheethla Mata whose wrath can
lead to epidemics (Parashar, 2018).). These dances and rituals give a valuable insight
into the cultural significance of water in lives of common women.
WATER WISDOM IN ANCIENT ERA
Most of the western scholars believed in various wild theories regarding origin of
water. For instance, Plato (427-347 B.C.), the great philosopher, stated that the surface
water in seas, rivers, etc. come from a large underground reservoir and goes back to the
same. On the other hand, contemporary Indian scholars had an advanced knowledge
about the various aspects of water science. It is reflected by various scientific discourses
on hydrology and its practical applications in ancient Indian texts. Modern
meteorological investigations and archaeological evidence corroborates a number of
ancient Indian scientific knowledge and technological advancements (Srinivasan, 1970).
Hydrology or science of water was pervasive in ancient India and has a historical
footprint of several millenniums (about 5000 yrs.). Ancient Indian literature is a
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goldmine of knowledge about hydrological concepts which are discussed in-depth in
Vedas, Puranas, Arthashastra, Ashtadhyayi, Vrhat Samhita, Ramayana, Mahabharat,
Jain and Buddhist texts and many other ancient literatures. Ancient Indian civilization,
referred to as Indus Valley Civilization or Harappan Civilization (3300- 1300 BC) was
distinctly and predominantly hydraulic in character that had sophisticated systems of
water supply, drainage and sewerage. They built big and small dams, water storage
tanks, canals for irrigation, brick and stoned lined wells, pipes for conveyance of water
and flush toilets. These hydraulic structures signify the importance of water for both
drinking and irrigation purposes (Bhawan, 2018).
In Harappan city of Dholavira (presently, Kutch region), a sophisticated water
conservation system of channels and reservoirs was built completely out of stone. It is
one of the earliest such structure found anywhere in the world. Reservoirs were used for
storing the fresh rainwater and channels were used to divert water from a nearby
rivulet.3
Construction of dams in particular
requires precise knowledge about stream flow
hence demonstrates high degree of hydraulic
engineering skills of Harrapan people
(Pandey, 2016). Surprisingly, many of the
hydraulic structures built during Mauryan
times (in Indo-Gangetic plains and other
parts of the Indian sub-continent) were
equipped with spillways as flood protection
measure (Shaw et al., 2007; Sutcliffe et al.,
2011). The largest artificial lake in India was
built by King Bhoj of Bhopal and Chola King, Dholabvira
Source: http://6bridges.com/homeimages/WaterM2.jpg
Karaikal who built the Grand dam, Anicut
across river Kaveri to divert water for farming and irrigation (Iyengar, 2007).
Along with archaeological evidence, the plethora of knowledge in ancient Sanskrit
literature dating back from the age of the Vedas, further tells us about the science of
natural systems, including earth, atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and their
interaction with human beings. For illustration, the origin and evolution of agriculture
and experience in irrigation has been considered as inseparable processes since
antiquity. A hymn from Yajur Veda explains the importance of Yajna’s (sacrifice) for rain,
agriculture, and surrounding environment or air and relationship between them:
d`f’k”pesa ;Ksudy~iarkeA o`’V”pesa ;Ksudy~iarkeAA ;tqosZn] 18&9AA ek:r”pesa ;Ksudy~iarkeAA ;tqosZn] 18&17AA (Jain et al.,
2018; p.9).
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The climate changes in the past in form of increased heat and erratic rains led to
water scarcity. To overcome this water crisis people did numerous innovations in water
conservation and management. The 5000 years old reservoir in Girnar and the ancient
step- wells in Western India are examples of low cost and sustainable water harvesting
techniques. There were technologies based on water such as manually operated cooling
device Variyantra (revolving water spray for cooling the air) of Mauryan period. Also,
many references to rain gauges are given in both Arthashastra (400 BC) of Kautilya and
Astadhyayi of Panini (700 BC) (Nair, 2004). Numerous concepts about hydrology are
scattered in ancient Indian texts and scriptures in form of verses, hymns and prayers.
Some of them are described in the following passages.
1) Ancient knowledge of Hydrological Cycle
Hydrologic Cycle is a fundamental and important concept in modern hydro-science.
Some of the verses related to hydrological cycle in ancient Indian texts are :vkng
Lok/kkeuqiquxZHkZRoesfjjsZA n/kkukuke% ;fK;eAA It means that “the water which gets divided in minute
particles due to the heat of sun is carried by wind and after the conversion into cloud
it rains again and again.” (Jain et al., 2018, p.12). In Varahamihira’s Vrhat Samhita
(550 A.D.) three chapters are devoted to pregnancy of clouds (Chapter 21), pregnancy
of air (Chapter 22), and quantity of rainfall (Chapter 23). In Linga Purana one of the
chapter (I,36) explains evaporation, condensation and rainfall in a scientific manner
and notes that water cannot be destroyed, only its state can be changed (Jha, 1988).
The verses 184.15-17 of the Mahabharata states that the plants drink water through
their roots and this uptake is facilitated by the conjunction of air (Shastri, 2014).
Taithiriya Aranyaka (I.9.8) specifically states seven types of air currents which
produce seven types of clouds out of these, one cloud named ojkºo creates
circumstances which are responsible for condensation and good rainfall (NIH, 2018).
Kalidasa (100 B.C.) also defined the cloud as “an assemblage of smoke, electricity,
water and air” (Purvamegha Verse 5)4. In the library of Sampurnand Sanskrit
University, Varanasi a manuscript treatise entitled as Meghamala5 (around 900 AD)
is a work on climatology (Tripathi, 1969). In a recent study, Malik (2016) has made
efforts to extract and analyze the concept of hydrological cycle from Kishkindha
Kanda of Ramayana.
First observatory for measuring rainfall was developed in the fourth or third century
B.C. during Mauryan empire in south Bihar (Magadh). The principles for developing
rain-gauge were same as that of modern hydrology (except the units for measurement)
and was known as o’kkZeku. Distribution of rainfall in different areas of Indian subcontinent is brilliantly described in Kautilya’s Arthashastra (Shamashastri,1967).
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2) Ancient knowledge of Ground water
Scholar Varahamihira in the opening shloka of the Vrhat Samhita clearly reveals that
at some places water table is higher and at others it is lower. He states: iqalka
;Fkknsuf”kjkLrFkSo f{krkofiizksUurfuEulaLFkk% (Vr.S,54.1). It implies that “the water
veins beneath the earth are like veins in the human body, some higher and some lower”
(Jain et al., 2018; p.70). Here veins convey water table.
Dakargalam (Chapter 54 of Vrhat Samhita) explains the science of ground water
exploration and exploitation with various naturally occurring surface features
(hydrologic indicators) to locate the sources of ground water at varying depths.
Varahamihira wrote extensively about indicators of underground water in which a
termite mound/hill plays an important role. He mentions that a termite mound on an
Arjuna tree to the north indicates that water is at a depth of 3.5 purushas and at a
distance of 3 hastas to the west(Vr.S.54.12) (Prasad, 1980).
The Vedic people were also aware of importance of vegetation (or forests) in causation of
rainfall (TS., II,4.9.3). They considered rivers as the daughters of sun and cloud, that run
towards the oceans, breaking the structures coming in their way i.e. soils, rocks etc. and thus
had knowledge about the velocity of rivers (verses IV,18.6 and IV,19.3 of the Rig Veda) (Singh
et al., 2020). In Gopatha Brahmana, the nomenclature for a meandering river is foikV (II.8).
It also classifies springs or falls as hot and cold (‘khrks”.kkfogksRlk, G.B.II,8). The Prithvisukta (XII)
of the Atharv Veda, gives a concise account of physiography i.e. mountains, forest lands,
plain areas ¼ le ½ and perennial stream ¼ior½ and the verses VI,22.37-38 from Ramayana
talks about artesian well - wells in which water comes out without assistance (Bhawan,
2018). Sita ki Bawadi in Khandwa, Madhya Pradesh is believed to be the same artesian well
which was formed after Lord Ram shot an arrow inside the earth. Waterman of India, late
Shri. Anupam Mishra, notes that the Sahariya tribe considers themselves as descendents of
Shabari and feel close association with Mata Sita. These people make tattoos of Sita Ki
Bawadi on their bodies as a reminiscent of this fact (Jafa, 2019). A diagrammatic
representation of Sita ki Bawadi is given below:
3) Ancient knowledge about water quality &
waste-w
water management
Throughout the history, the use of water has been
associated with health, illness and well- being. The
idea that water reflects a harmony between the
physical, social and ecological environment can
already be found in ancient medicine. As long as 4,000
years ago, the Indians were having good knowledge
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M.P. (diagramattic representation from
the book, Äaj bhi khare hain Talab)
Image Source: (Mishra, 2017)
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about purification of water through boiling. Later, Hippocrates was known to use both
water filters and boiling to improve water quality (UNESCO, 2011).
Ancient standard texts like Atharva Veda, Charaka Samhita, Susruta Samhita and
Ashtanga Hridaya Samhita (9th century AD) and Bhava Prakash (16th century AD)
contain discourses on water quality which is an important aspect of Ayurveda-the science
of life. Rig Veda speaks about the tree plantation, forest conservation and Yajnas to
purify the environment and improve the quality of water for well-being of mankind as:
iokrkofUr ir;fUr fo|qrmnks’k/khftZg rsfiUorsLo%A bjkfo”oEHkS Hkqouk; tk;rs ;RitZU;% i`FohZ jsrlkofrAA R.V.,V,83.4 AA (Jain
et al., 2018; p.80).
In Yajur Veda verse (I,12), mentions water contamination and states Yajna, heat and
sun rays as agents that purify the water by breaking the substances into minute
particles. Mahabharata (XII,184.31 and 224.42) informs about the various qualities of
water according to its taste. The verse (54.104) of Vrhat Samhita describes soil colour as
an indicator of water quality and states that a brown-coloured soil turns water alkaline,
pale white soil give rise to salt water while blue soil makes water pure and sweet.
Varahamihira at that time suggested a water treatment method as: vTtueqLrks”khjS%
“kjktdks”kkrdkeydpw.kSa%A drdQylek;qDrS;ksZx% dwis iznkrO;%AA Vr.S.54.121 AA dyq’kadVqdayo.ka fojlalfyya ;fnok”kqHkxfU/k
HkosrA rnusuHkoR;eyalqjlalqlqxfU/k x.kSjijS’p ;qreAAVr.S.AA The above verses say that “a mixture of
Anjanam (kajal), Nagarmodha, Khas, Powder of Torayi, and Amala combined with clear
nuts should be put into a well. If the water is turbid, pungent, saltish, of bad taste and
not of good odour, it will be rendered clear, tasty, aromatic, and with other good qualities”
(Ibid; p.81).
Bhava Prakash with 86 verses named as Vari Vargah deals with different aspects of
water. For e.g. verses 26-31 describes three types of water Jangala (in areas with sparse
trees), Anupam (in areas with abundant trees) and Sadharanam (in areas having
moderate trees). Jangala water is saltish and eliminates Pitta and Kapha, Anupam
water is tasty and viscous, promotes Kapha and Sadharana Jalam is sweet and
eliminates tridosa (three diseases) (Jha, 1988).
Lack of sanitation affects human development and reflects financial and political
resources as well as the evolution of mankind. According to Victor Hugo (1892), the
history of men is reflected in the history of sewers. This proverb signifies the importance
of sanitation and wastewater management. Lofrano and Brown (2010) stated, the Indus
Valley Civilization (IVC) had first of its kind waste-water treatment system in ancient
world. This system had a complex network of sewage and drainage and was quiet
efficient. Latrines, soak-pits, cesspools, pipes and channels were some of the main
elements of waste-water disposal (Lofrano and Brown, 2010). Image below illustrates the
sanitation system of Indus valley civilization.
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Later (after 500 BC), drainage systems of Ujjain,
Taxila, Arikamedu were also well known for their
domestic waste-water management (Kirk, 1975; Mate,
1969; Casal, 1949). Around 150 AD, further
advancements were done in the form of corbelled
drains for removing industrial effluents from basins of
textile and dye industry (Begley, 1983; Bhardwaj,
1997).

Several sump pots and latrines
uncovered at the site of Harappa. Image
Source: Kenoyer, 2017

4) Water resources utilization in ancient India
As has been mentioned earlier, Indian civilization flourished around reliable water
resources such as rivers and deltas, and rivers have always remained an enduring
symbol of national culture. In Indus Valley civilization, agriculture was practised on a
large scale and there were extensive networks of irrigation canals, different types of
wells, water storage systems and cost effective as well as sustainable water harvesting
techniques (Nair, 2004). The Rig Veda clearly mentions about irrigation channels and
kuccha and pucca wells in different hymns (R.V. 19.4.2/RX2.9.4). The verse (VIII,3.10) of
Rig Veda uses the word Ribhus for engineers or skilled persons who construct artificial
canals to irrigate desert areas. Verse XII,1.3 of the Atharva Veda explains that those who
use rainwater wisely, prosper all the time (Bagchi and Bagchi, 1991). Literary evidence
mentions ‘Superintendent of Agriculture’ during Mauryan era who gave directions for
sowing the seeds in different parts of the country according to the real time information
about rains received from the installed rain guages (Srinivasan, 1975). Also, in Magadh
region the Pynes (diversion channels) and Ahars (reservoirs) were combined irrigation
and water management engineering tools (Bagchi and Bagchi, 1991). The water supply
systems were subjected to strict rules and regulations and Arthasastra specifically
mentions an organized water pricing system as an important part of water (Samasastry,
1967).
The Sudarsana lake in Junagadh, constructed by Pusyagupta, the provincial governor
of Chandragupta Maurya was subsequently improved during the reign of Ashoka by
involving additional conduits (Shaw and Sutcliffe, 2011). Recently, Sutcliffe and Shaw
(2011) found a number of dams equipped with spillways at Sanchi in the Betwa river subbasin, Madhya Pradesh. These dams were constructed on the sound principles of water
balance. Naneghat in Western Ghats (130 kms. from Pune) have one of the oldest water
harvesting system. The rocks were cut to construct drinking water tanks for the
travellers passing along this ancient trade route. In South India, the Porumamilla tank
inscription of Bhaskara Bhavadura (1369 A.D.) throws light on the elaborate method of
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construction of tanks and dams. From these
references, it appears that science of hydrology not just
existed but also flourished in ancient
India. Indians were at a high plane of development
in the field of water conservation, management and
state-of-the-art irrigational facilities.
Sudarsana lake Girnar, Junagadh

(Gujrat) ImageSource:wikimedia
CONCLUSION
Water, one of the five gross elements (panchbhut), inspired the ancient man. It is not
just the most precious but a critical natural resource. It is intimately linked with our
survival as well as with our societal and cultural developments. Water carries different
meanings for different people and has played an important role in shaping their lives and
living standards. It has become an integral part of Hindu traditions, rituals and religious
beliefs. Sanctity and hygiene of water has been taken to the sacred realms of life.
Besides the spiritual growth, ancient India also progressed in the field of science and
technology. Ancient Indian texts are repository of knowledge with respect to hydrology
and water resources and have a feel of science, engineering and alchemy. Ancient water
wisdom at all levels can hugely add on to the existing knowledge of water conservation,
harvesting & irrigation. This synergy of modern and traditional can ensure an adequate
availability of water for all and can be a major determining factor in maintaining peace
and prosperity.
In present times, water now gets viewed from a demand-supply paradigm. This
myopic view has turned water into a commodity that can be stored, distributed and
traded for profit. When demand exceeds supply, human rights over water are usurped by
vested interests. It is high time that we acknowledge our ancient knowledge and apply it
to the modern context to develop an alternative sustainable development strategy. As
late scientist Prof. Y. Nayudammahad put it correctly, Modernise the Traditional Traditionalise the Modern.
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The Challenge of Socio-Economic Development
in Megacities-A Case Study of Delhi
Hari K. Sharma*
ABSTRACT
rbanization is not a new phenomenon; but its present structure is far more
advancing, complex and wide in scope in comparison to all its existing forms in the
past. The process of urbanization across societies witnessed numerous changes and it is
neither homogenous nor uniform in developing and developed societies. Globalisation
and economic growth has played an important role in its lateral spread particularly in
developing countries that are witnessing a huge spurt in its urban centres and
population. The growth of metropolis and megacities presented enormous challenges to
socio-economic development and effective governance.
India has also felt this urban revolution with an extensive growth in its megacities,
urban and semi-urban areas, townships and localities. These urban centres are highly
complex, ever-growing, over-populated and lack proper planning. Megacities present
both phenomenal challenges and opportunities being the centre of all key political,
economic and cultural activities. The present paper is intended to examine the
challenges of socio-economic development in megacities with special reference to Delhi.
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In an era of globalisation and economic growth a huge change in urban patterns has been
witnessed in different parts of the world. The megacities of today are home to almost one
in ten of the world’s urban population. Since these megacities emerge as growth engines
in different states, they have attracted economic investment, knowledge and education,
infrastructural development, trade and industry, skilled and unskilled professionals at
an unprecedented scale. On a positive note a growth in urban population is indicative of
economic development and rising living standards of the population; although it also
presents hugely complex social and environmental challenges. Achieving the targets of
economic development along with giving better quality of life are some of the biggest
tasks of all states.
THE CONCEPT AND GROWTH OF MEGACITIES
The last half of the 20th century witnessed rapid growth in large cities and this
trend is likely to continue in future. A megacity has been defined by the UN as cities
with 10 million or more inhabitants. It has been called the ‘Urban phenomenon of the
21th century’i. While, in 1950, there were only two megacities (New York and Tokyo),
by 1990 this number had increased to 12, and by 2005 it had increased to 20. According
to a report of World economic Forum there are 33 urban areas in the year 2018 that
meet the definition of a “megacity” spread throughout the globe, which is projected to
grow to 39 by the year 2030ii. In 1950, 117 million people lived in the top 30 metros but
that number rose to 426 million by 2011iii. An interesting fact is that most of the
growth of these megacities is taking place in the developing world and Jakarta is
anticipated to be the biggest megacity of all in 2030 with 35.6 million people. The
developing countries especially the ones with huge growth potential, which are
sometimes referred as the ‘emerging economies’ are driving this change in urban
patterns around the world.
The demographic transition over the decades shows how mega cities, which were once
the preserve of the so-called industrialised countries, have now spread across developing
countries like India. In 1950, 19 of the top 30 cities were in industrialized countries; but
by 2011 that number had shrunk to eight. By 2050, the urban population will increase
by at least 2.5 billion, reaching two-thirds of the global populationiv. This urban
transition is being driven by cities in the developing world, where 90 percent of urban
growth is projected to take placev. The two main factors that have fostered this increase
among developing countries are: firstly, a comparatively higher population growth rate
among developing countries and secondly, rural to urban migration in these countries as
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people are looking for better education, better job and a better life. Further, developing
countries especially the newly emerged economies have huge economic growth potential
and can still grow with a double digit GDP growth rate.
Megacities are qualitatively different from other urban agglomerations, both in terms
of their per capita income and consumptions patterns. They are comparatively more
connected to global processes, markets and people and they have influence on (at least)
a regional scalevi. “Their scale creates new dynamics, new complexity and new
simultaneity of events and processes - physical, social and economic; and they host
intense and complex interactions between different demographic, social, political,
economic and ecological processes”vii. It is these qualitative differences that make
megacities the focal point of global risks and opportunities.
Governing and managing a megacity is full of complexities and risks due to its
unprecedented scope that magnifies risks and challenges related to natural disasters;
infrastructure failures; pollution; poverty; scarcity of food, water or energy resources;
crime and corruption; or social issues and challenges. Due to its global connectivity, the
impact of all happenings both positive and negative, and its repercussions and
consequences were felt by many physically remote actors and systems. On a global scale
it hugely affect the political linkages, financial markets, trade in goods and services
between different states. It can be disrupted in case of any unnatural occurrence or
calamity- both physical and manmade.
In order to handle and manage the complexities and challenges of megacities, a close
study of their evolution patters in different societies is required. It is the first crucial step
in assessing the risks involved and developing plans to manage them. Since megacity is
relatively a recent phenomenon, it not easy to study. With little past experience to
extrapolate from, lack of global connectivity in terms of governance, rapidly adapting
systems and their sheer size, scientific unknowns further complicate the future of
megacities.
Megacities are vast and complex governing structures created by interdependencies
and interactions between huge infrastructure and supply chain networks, existence of
both formal and informal economies, constantly evolving social transformations,
ecological and environmental factors and its large scale global linkages.
KEY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES BEFORE MEGACITIES
With rapid economic growth in an era of globalisation, emerging market economies
and developing countries have witnessed speedy urbanisation as growing number of
megacities and mushrooming urban centres became hotspots of employment and
economic activity. On one hand they have opened up doors of economic opportunities and
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were seen as a sign of growth; on the other hand they have also presented numerous
challenges ranging from basic infrastructure, housing, healthcare to law and order and
good governance.
Megacities faced a number of challenges on the front of sustainability of its overall
governing institutions, functional deficit, accountability etc. For example, given a huge
number of population the sanitation infrastructure should adequately serve its entire
population as it is directly liked to public health. Similarly, land use regulations must
regulate urban settlements and prevent inhabitants of the city from exposure to natural
hazards. Further, disaster management systems should be properly placed, law and
situations should be well maintained, and the requirements of the very basic necessities
of the people should be properly met. The response mechanism of tackling critical
situation should be prompt and effective.
On the front of economic development and governance megacities are facing multiple
challenges. The exploration of governance and other related issues with regard to
sustainable development can actually help in formulating long term strategies and plans
for economic development.
URBAN REVOLUTION: AN INDIAN EXPERIENCE
The de-Westernizing trend, in terms of emerging megacities seems likely to
continue. The developing countries have shown a spectacular growth in the fastest
growing megacities in the past two decades. India is home to three of the world’s
largest megacities: Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata. Many more cities are soon going to
join this league of megacities as India still has a lot of economic potential and urban
areas are still a primary destination and centre of attraction for its people that
ultimately captivate large scale migration from neighbouring semi-urban and rural
areas. According to ‘World Urbanization Prospects 2018’, by 2030, the world is
projected to have 43 megacities, most of them in developing regions.viii The economic
importance Indian cities is highlighted by the fact that cities in India generate twothirds of GDP, 90 percent of tax revenues, and the majority of jobs, with just a third of
the country’s populationix. According to a latest report India is on the “brink of an
urban revolution” with its population in towns and cities expected to reach 600 million
by 2031x. India is projected to add 404 million urban dwellers between 2014 and 2050
and the number of rural residents is expected to decline by 52 millionxi. This rapid and
imminent alteration to India’s demographic profile definitely presents new and more
complex challenges both in terms of governing megacities and urban population and
ensuring their sustainable economic development.
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DELHI AS A MEGACITY
Over the period of time a phenomenal rise in Delhi’s population has been witnessed
that has transformed it into a megacity. According to a another report Delhi and its
extended suburbs, with its population of 22.7 million as of 2011, is the second most
populous urban stretch in the world after Tokyo, outsizing the traditionally populous
Shanghai and New York. It has also been referred as the World’s second largest city with
an agglomeration of 29 million people according to a report in the year 2018xii. In 1950
with a total population of 1.4 million Delhi was not even in the top 30 chart of the most
populous cities of the worldxxiii. Delhi has witnessed the fastest rate of urbanisation (4.1
per cent) between 2001 and 2011 in comparison to Mumbai (3.1 per cent) and Kolkata (2
per cent)xiv.
The total area of national capital territory of Delhi is 1483 Sq. km and despite having
an impressive 20.44 per cent growth in urban area during 2001-2011. However, 24.91 per
cent of its territory has been still categorised as rural. As per the Census 2011, population
of Delhi, as on 1st March, 2011, was 16.75 million as against 13.85 million as on 1st
March, 2001. According to census of 2011 about 97.50 percent of the population of Delhi
live in urban areas and remaining 2.5 percent in rural areasxv. The average decadal
growth rate during 1961-2001 was more than 50 percent which was much higher than
the national average. According to ‘World Urbanisation Prospects Report- 2018’ by the
Population Division of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Delhi could
be the world’s most populous city by 2028 with 37.2 million people surpassing Tokyo
whose population is projected to decline to 36.8 million during the same periodxvi.
Delhi has always been an area of large scale inter and intra-state migration which has
contributed immensely in its demographic profile, pattern of urbanisation,
infrastructural development, law and order situation, availability and access to the basic
amenities of life and of course political discourse. Keeping in view of large scale
migration and rising burden of population on state’s infrastructure a number of schemes
has been introduced by the central and state governments; but they failed to match the
pace of its increasing inhabitants.
SOCIO- ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GOVERNANCE RELATED ISSUES
The megacities of developing countries are facing numerous issues and challenges in
terms of socio- economic development and governance. Being one of the most rapidly
growing megacities of the world, Delhi is also facing similar situation. Providing good
governance along with fulfilling the socio- economic expectations and aspirations of the
people are one of the most challenging tasks before megacities. It includes participatory
and consensus oriented political system, accountability, transparency, responsive,
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effective and efficient institutions, equitable and inclusive practices and enforcement of
the rule of law. Practices of good governance ensure minimal corruption and
accommodating the opinion of the minorities and vulnerable sections of the societyxvii.
Three factors have a direct bearing on the governance of any megacity- namely the
demographic, economic and political factors.
According to an estimate nearly 40 per cent of the Delhi’s population is constituted of
migrants, accounting for nearly 3- 3.5 million migrant voters in Delhixviii. To many, it
may come as a surprise that Delhi, not Mumbai, is the most sought after city for average
Indian people. A lot of people came to Delhi for different reasons ranging from
employment and livelihood opportunities to in search of a better quality of life. In the
initial decades most of these people came from neighbouring states of Hindi heartland,
but in the last few years this trend has changed due to the phenomenal rise of Noida and
Gurugram that have attracted talent from all over India.
Slums and the problem of urban poor: According to the United Nations, the proportion
of urban dwellers living in slums decreased from 47 percent to 37 percent in the
developing world between 1990 and 2005xix; although Delhi presents a reverse trend.
Close to half the city population lives in unauthorised colonies and more than one third
in illegal slum settlements. The rapid growth in Delhi’s population represented a major
challenge for urban housing and development. An important part of this growth was due
to a large annual influx of migrant labourers from neighbouring states, about 100 000
annually over the last decades, reflecting the city as a key agent of economic growth and
provider of social and cultural servicesxx. This rapid growth, combined with inadequate
supply of low-cost housing, was a major factor behind the rapid proliferation of illegal
settlements inside the city boundaries. According to statistics, almost half of Delhi’s
population lived in illegal settlements; either in unauthorised coloniesxxi, whose
existence is not officially recognised, or in squatter settlements which are more
permanently threatened with demolition.
Basic amenities of life: Delhi’s population has been increasing at a very fast pace
mainly because of the large scale migration, particularly from Northern India. It has put
a lot burden over its infrastructure such as schools, health services, road, transportation
etc., and the availability of the very basic amenities of life such as water, electricity,
sanitation and shelter. Riding on populist politics the people now expect fulfilment of
their basic necessities at a subsidised rate or even free of cost. The upper middle class
and the upper class sections of the society wants a better quality of life and are simply
not convinced by the tall claims of making Delhi a world class city. Delhi is dependent
upon its neighbouring state of UP and Haryana for its domestic consumption of water
and electricity. The judiciary has also issued guidelines in this direction and some cases
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are still subjudice in different courts. Especially, during summers Delhi faced a lot of
heat in the wake of increasing demand for these two scarce resources, which creates a lot
of dissatisfaction among its inhabitants.
Rising expectations and quality of life related issues: People living in urban areas
world over want and deserve a better quality of life. They need healthy air to breathe,
clean drinking water and round the clock supply of electricity. They need better public
funded healthcare and educational facilities and quick, economical, comfortable and
convenient transportation systems capable of bearing the burden of millions of people. In
other words, in order to ensure a good quality of life the administration requires a wellfunctioning infrastructure that could ultimately contribute to economic prosperity and
improve the quality of life of the people. Delhi as a megacity is still looking for solution
to all these issues which needs huge investment and long a term planning and futuristic
strategy. Being a developing country, Indian megacities still desires to be world class; but
actually it requires diverse resources, effective governance, political stability and long
term strategic planning.
Multiple governing agencies with overlapping responsibilities: The large number of
institutions operating in the National Capital Territory of Delhi, often with overlapping
responsibilities makes life miserable for the citizens. For example the total area of 1,483
sq km under the jurisdiction of GNCTD is divided into nine revenue districts for the
administrative purposes. The same area being within the jurisdiction of DDA is divided
into 15 planning zones. The MCD has divided the total area of 1,397 square km into 12
zones for its administrative convenience. The rest of GNCTD’s area belongs to the NDMC
(42.74 sq km) and the Cantonment Board (42.97 sq km). The multiplicity of agencies
responsible for similar purposes; but accountable to different levels of government in
Delhi has further aggravated the problems. Many such parallel institutions with
undefined zones are operating in Delhi which ultimately makes the task of governance
quite difficult.
Sustainable development: The world economy has been transformed over the last 25
years. Information and communications technologies, computerization, innovation in the
fields biotech, material science and technological advancement have greatly expanded
human productivity and global output. But nothing comes without a cost. The developing
countries are despite their impressive economic performance are facing huge rick of
environmental degradation. Ensuring robust, equitable and sustainable growth that
requires huge investments, optimum and flexible utilization of resources, efficient and
responsive bureaucracy is still a distant dream for most of the developing world. Global
risk analytics company Maplecroft ranked India on the 20th spot in the list of 67
countries which were listed in its Climate Change Vulnerability Index (CCVI), which was
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part of its Environmental Risk Atlasxxii. India’s ground water level, which is already over
exploited, has reached at an alarming level and 54 percent of the country faces high or
very high water stressxxiii. India’s vulnerability to the impacts of extreme climate related
events was also highlighted by the huge economic loss it faced due to Cyclone Phailin.
The storm caused an estimated US$4.15 billion of damage to the agriculture and power
sectors alone in the state of Odisha, which is also India’s most important mining region.
Law and Order: How to secure people’s life and property is every state’s prime
concern. In megacities, it becomes even more challenging due to lack of proper
infrastructure, inadequate material resources and huge inbound flow of the people.
Material progress and consumerism, insufficient public services, unemployment and
rising expectations of people breed discontent among urban dwellers, especially in the
lower strata of the society, which ultimately leads to high crime rate in megacities.
It was always remains an issue of general concern for the common masses;
irrespective of their socio-economic status to have a safe and secure life. Over the period
of time Delhi had earned many dubious distinctions such as the ‘rape capital’xxiv or the
‘crime capital’ of India. According to the data released by the National Crime Records
Bureau (NCRB) the crime rate per lakh population in Delhi was almost four times than
that of other metropolitan cities of India in 2018. It was also more than five times as it
stood at 1273 cases per lakh population in Delhi in comparison to the 238 as the national
average. Out of the total violent crimes recorded in metropolitan cities, 41% of it took
place in Delhi alone. Delhi was particularly not safe for women with the highest number
of cases of crime against women- 149 cases per lakh population in comparison to the
national average of 131xxv. Theft is the most common crime committed in Delhi as out
of the 249,000 criminal cases filed by the state police in 2018, nearly 80 percent were
related to theft. It would be very disheartening o note that one-third of all reported thefts
in India occurred in Delhi, a city-state that is home to less than 2 percent of the country’s
population (as per Census 2011)xxvi. Keeping in view of such a despicable law and order
situation the government must improve and if required change its means and strategy
to tackle crime.
Governance: The issue of transparency and good governance has been neglected by
our political system and bureaucratic establishment for a long time due to red-tapism,
arrogance of government officials and political office bearers, lack of transparent
measures in the name of official secrecy and lack of public awareness. Despite having all
the powers, the government officials and the political class were not ready to bear the
responsibility and accountability of their own actions. Official processes have been
designed in such a way that an ordinary citizen can never understand them, and if he
does, they are equipped with a lot of delaying tactics. The right to information has
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improved this gloomy scenario and bringing transparency in the system; but a lot more
still needs to be done. The issue of good governance, which also includes effective and
timely services in a transparent and accountable manner, now become an important
political issue for the upper and upper middle class people, particularly among the
youths. Now, timely deliverance of services has been given preference over promises and
transparent processes have vanquished the excuse of official secrecy.
CONCLUSION
Different states around the globe, particularly the developing countries are facing the
challenge of how to govern megacities and handle the phenomenal rise in urban
population and conglomerations. This rapid growth of megacities causes severe
ecological, economic and social problems. India is no exception to this global urban
uprising as more and more of its cities in future are going to join this club of megacities.
Delhi being the capital city of India, is the centre of analyses to develop certain logical
solutions as how to effectively govern the megacities, what could be the key challenges
to its socio-economic development, what economic strategy could be best suited to achieve
the twin goals of sustainable economic development and social equality and, what role
technology can play in governing megacities and improving the quality of life of its
people. With a huge population and massive and constant influx of people from the
neighbouring states to megacities, the task becomes even more difficult.
Delhi faced multiple and multifaceted problems. On one hand it has the obligation of
fulfilment of the very basic requirements of inhabitants’ life such as the water, clear air,
food, electricity, housing, education sanitation etc.; and on the other hand being the
capital of India, it aspires to become a world class city. Different sections of the society
have different expectations from city administration. The upper class and middle class
wants more and more facilities, better infrastructure, speedy and cost effective
transportation, less congestion on roads, more measures of public safety and security,
robust law and order, time bound deliverance of quality services, transparency,
accountability etc. On the other hand the migrant population or the lower strata of the
society is struggling to survive and their prime concerns are the availability of the basic
means of sustenance and subsidised quality services. Delhi needs more investments in
the social sector so that better infrastructure could be built and the overall quality of
services can be improved. The smooth flow of goods, money and innovative ideas in
megacities can be helpful in optimising efficiency, use resources more effectively and
increase flexibility and adaptive capabilities of the administration.
Megacities generally remain dependent upon the neighbouring territories to meet
their daily requirements. For example, Delhi requires far more food, water and energy
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resources to its actual capacity to produce. Waste management and sanitation is a
constant challenge as it is linked to the issues of a general health and environment.
Megacities need future planning and like some of the most advanced megacities, Delhi
should also have considerable economic resources to be invested in renewable energy,
waste management, healthcare, transportation infrastructure, maintaining law and
order etc. The law and order mechanism should be prompt and robust to effectively deal
with the highly complex and vibrant set of population that lives and share the same
territorial space. The availability and accessibility of all these things is closely linked to
the socio- economic development of Delhi. Futuristic planning and development strategy,
judicious resource management, responsive and accountable administrative set-up,
transparent processes and effective governance via use of latest digital technologies can
definitely help Delhi to become a world class megacity.
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The New Normal: Karnad’s Creation
Shruti Priya*
INTRODUCTION
arginalization of woman, her subjugation and suppression of her voice are not new.
Her voice is always silenced and instead of speaking for herself, she is spoken for
by the other gender who doesn’t actually experience what she feels. The present paper
analyses and explores how the renowned playwright Girish Karnad has represented
woman who goes out of the boundary set for herself to fulfill her wishes. I have divided
the paper into two sections- the first section deals with the character, Padmini of the play
Hayavadana and the second section shows how Rani, the character of the play
Nagamandala, longs for love and we find the tables turned when her husband becomes
her slave who initially harasses her. Both of them are free from any sense of guilt.

M

Key words: Karnad, Hayavadana, Nagamandala, Women
Since time immemorial woman has been seen as an ideal wife who perceives serving and
caring her husband as her prime duty, her husband is her master for whom she could
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sacrifice her everything, she is subjugated by him and she has no dreams, desires or
aspirations of her own. She is the one who is always chaste, loyal to her husband and who
cannot think of another man even in her wildest dreams. The husband, on the other
hand, was found free to have relations outside marriage, kings had many queens who
compete with each other for his love and attention. No queen had more than one
king(husband) but it was very normal for the kings to get attracted by other woman.
Even sages could not resist themselves from the temptation of beauty of heavenly apsara.
One of the most respected and revered sages in ancient India, Maharshi Vishvamitra got
lured by the beautiful nymph Menka. His meditation was broken and his lust and
passion got incited when he saw her. King of Gods, Indra was unable to bear pangs of
love for Ahilya and reached her in disguise of her husband (Rishi Gautam) to attain the
woman of her heart by subterfuge, the great king and intellectual Ravana abducted Sita
to marry her, etc. The practice of king marrying more than one queen was accepted and
even supported by his wives and mothers, but it was sinic in the case of woman, man’s
needs and desires were meant to be fulfilled but woman’s desire was an alienated
concept. Even today, the scenario is no different. Woman is often seen to be a medium of
procreation and instrument of man’s carnal desire, she is supposed to be indulged in
domestic chores and child-bearing, she always has a longing for a friend, companion and
lover which is suppressed and hidden under the carpet. Stories and folktales have
glorified woman like Sita and Savitri and set them as an ideal for common woman,
But, the famous Indian playwright, Girish Karnad gives voice to the subaltern gender,
the woman and portrays a picture of her desires. Girish Raghunath Karnad (1938-2019)
is an Indian playwright, actor and director who marks the coming of age of modern
Indian playwriting in Karnad and his works are later translated into English by him. He,
along with Vijay Tendulkar, Mohan Rakesh and Badal Sarkar are the four most
influential contemporary Indian playwrights. They rejuvenated and refashioned the
Indian theatre. Girish Karnad creates his female protagonists in a radical manner. They
are not the ones to submit themselves before the patriarchal society and bury their
choices. Amidst their vivid roles in society and family, they manage to find their own
space. They give importance to their own desires and find different ways to achieve them.
They are often vocal and courageous. They deal with contemporary issues by asking
questions on rituals, social practices and social norms, etc.
PADMINI’S DESIRE IN HAYAVADNA
Hayavadana (1971) is a two-act play written by Girish Karnad, which presents the
story of two friends Devadatta and Kapila and their love interest Padmini. Padmini
is an extremely beautiful woman whom Devadatta falls for the moment he sees her.
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She is the daughter of the leading merchant of Pavana Veethi of Dharmpura, she has
her own position in her family and is not a submissive woman to be under command
of man. At her very first appearance we see that how she interrogates Kapila for long.
Devadatta is a highly intellectual person who has defeated many poets and Pandits
with his knowledge. He is a son of Brahmin. Kapila is the son of a blacksmith and is
a muscular man. Both of them are contrast to each other and one lacks what other
has. Padmini is married to Devadatta but is attracted towards Kapila’s muscular body
and strong personality. Actually, she wanted Kapila’s body with Devadatta’s head. The
female chorus well pictures her thoughts and beliefs early in the play, “Female
Chorus: (Sings) Why should love stick to the sap of single body? When the stem is
drunk with the thick yearning of the many-petalled, many-flowered lantana, why
should it be tied down to the relation of a single flower?”
We see how in the first meeting of Kapila and Padmini they address each other as
`mother` and `son` respectively, but soon after the marriage of Padmini and
Devadatta, we find there is no such relation. Padmini wants to spend more and more
time with Kapila, she gets ready for the Ujjain trip against her husband’s wish. She
is constantly seen comparing Kapila and Devadatta. Karnad explicitly uses a woman’s
scopophilia which is opposite to Laura Mulvey’s concept of `male gaze`. In Ujjain
Padmini gazes at Kapila when he climbs the tree to bring the flower,
“Padmini: (Watching him, to herself.) How he climbs- like an ape… And what an
ethereal shape! Such a broad back- like an ocean with muscles rippling across it- and
then that small, feminine waist which looks so helpless.”
We further see,
“Padmini: (Aside.) He is like a Celestial Being reborn as a hunter…How his body
sways, his limbs curve- it’s a dance almost.”
“Padmini: (Aside.) No woman could resist him.”
Representing a woman’s carnal desire is uncommon and a taboo in our society but
going against the social norms, Karnad does it to show how woman too, who is always
supposed to be like Goddess, can have the dark and secret side. She is attributed with
the epithets like pure, chaste, calm, composed and controlled but in reality, she too
can be the opposite and can want to be loved. This idea of Karnad is in consonance
with the famous confessional poet, Kamala Das who says,
“…I met a man, loved him. Call
Him not by any name, he is every man Who wants a woman, just as I am every
Woman who seeks love…”
In the play, we see that both Devadatta and Kapila behead themselves in the Kali
temple in Ujjain. Goddess Kali boons Padmini to make them alive by putting their
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heads on the respective bodies, in excitement Padmini puts Devadatta’s head on
Kapila’ body and Kapil’s head on Devadatta’s body. They become alive with their
heads mixed. This mistake is Freudian slip which the famous psychoanalyst Sigmund
Freud defines as the error in speech or action that occurs due to the interference of
unconscious suppressed desires. Padmini always has a suppressed desire for the steel
body of Kapila which is fulfilled due to her mistake. She is quite satisfied after that
but soon her joy and satisfaction shatter into pieces when Devadatta lose all his
strength and activeness and start regaining his old body. She sends Devadatta to
Ujjain fair and goes to the forest to meet Kapila. This shows that how she has not
forgotten Kapila after so long, she again misses him when Devadatta regains his
original self. Bhagavata, the narrator tells Padmini’s inner mind while conversation
with Kapila,
“Bhagavata: He changed day by day. Inch by inch. Hair by hair…And as I saw him
change- I couldn’t get rid of you…”
Padmini’s long suppressed feelings take expression when she makes Kapila
understand that he shouldn’t duel with his body to forget its memories of Padmini.
Kapila asks her to go but she doesn’t and she caresses his face and rests her head on
his chest. In the forest Devadatta too comes and we see how Karnad shows an
unconventional offer through Kapila when he says,
“Kapila: Can’t we all three live together- like the Pandavas and Draupadi.”
The idea is not accepted and both kill each other and as Padmini feels herself
unable to live without the two, she too dies by performing sati. This is ironical here,
as even Padmini doesn’t know for whom she is performing sati, for this Bhagavata
says,
“Bhagavata: …India is known for its pativratas- wives who dedicated their whole
existence to the service of their husbands- but it would not be an exaggeration to say
that no pativrata went in the way Padmini did…” The female chorus compliment it by
the song which entirely sums up Padmini at the end of the play again, “Female
Chorus: (Sings.) Why should love stick to the sap of a single body?... I have neither
regret nor shame…”
RANI’S LONGING FOR LOVE IN NAGAMANDALA
Nagamandala (1988) is a play based on oral tales, the main plot of which is the
story of a woman, Rani, her husband, Appanna and the cobra, Naga. Rani doesn’t get
love and rights of a wife, instead she is tortured by her husbands. He locks her inside
the house for the entire day and visits home at noon, only for lunch, he lives with a
concubine. The cobra, living in the anthill finds this and starts visiting Rani in
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disguise of her husband. He talks to and loves Rani and this makes her happy. Naga
(in disguise of Appanna) tells Rani not to ask anything about the night in the day and
about the day at the night. In the play there are scenes that show that Rani knows
that it’s not her husband but a cobra in disguise who visits her every night. There we
see,
“Rani: When I looked in the mirror, I saw there- where you were sitting- instead of
you, I saw a- (Mimes a cobra hood with her fingers.)”
Also, she finds the scares which is present on her husband’s (Naga in disguise) face
at night is vanished in mid- day. The two endings of the play confirm the fact that
Rani knows that it was not her husband, but the Naga who used to visit her. But still
she doesn’t forbid him to come at night, instead she eagerly waits for him.
Because she doesn’t want to lose the love she has started getting, it’s a new life of
her, happy and joyful, like a dream, she doesn’t want to know the truth and
deliberately remains ignorant till the time she gets pregnant.
Towards the end of the play, she manages to get the love of her husband, her child
and a divine’s image in the society and thus there is no Naga in her life. At the first
ending, when the dead cobra falls out of her tresses, she asks Appanna to grant her to
cremate the snake and the fire to be lit by their son, also every year on that day, their
son should perform the ritual to commemorate its death. In the entire play Rani is
shown ill-treated by her husband but, at the end she is believed to be divine creature
by everyone, so the husband couldn’t deny her.
But, the Flames (the listeners) are not satisfied even with this. So, Karnad gives
the story an unconventional ending where the woman is shown to live with both, her
husband (Appanna) and lover (Naga) secretly, lives in her tresses without her
husband’s knowledge. It also shows how well she knows that she used to meet Naga
every night, she says,
“Rani: (Softly, to the cobra.) You? What are you doing here? He’ll kill you. … My
hair! Of course. Come, quick. Climb into it. … This hair is the symbol of my wedded
bliss. Live in there happily, for ever.”
Men have been shown to live with more than one woman, in Indian history,
mythology and even today, but Karnad turns the table by providing with such
writings. In the play Rani’s emotions and choices have been given importance.
The dominant narratives have divided women into two broad categories- the villain
and the Goddess like creatures. They are either the cunning and wicked antagonists
who meet their doom at the end or the Sati Savitri types who are all caring and
sacrificing. Every woman is shown to aspire to fulfil the roles set for her by the society,
they are compared with Durga and Laxmi, who thinks only the welfare of others
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before herself and can never do something wrong. She is glorified as if they are going
to be put on pedestal and worshipped (even though in reality she doesn’t get a bit of
respect.) But Karnad has shown women who are neither heroines nor villains, who are
only humans, humans who are never free from flaws. He normally shows women who
seek love and pleasure which are taboo in our society, who are not an ideal being but
the real one.
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